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1All Perils
After Davey and Iwere married, we decided we needed to buy ahouse. I imagined
that there were houses in our price range, somewhere. I imagined them next to intemational
airports or poisoned streams, with collapsing roofs, lead paint, asbestos shingles, no running
water, whatever ittook. Hell, I was acollege drop-out working part-time at a low-budget
petting zoo. I'd started drawing in the evenings, so I'd feel like I had some kind ofsecret
ambition and I'dbe justified in referring to my job as a"day job." When Iwas leading the
nearly comatose old camel in circles with shrieking children on his back, I liked to convince
myself that Iwas astarving artist and that even the old camel was inspiration. And ifpeople
weren't interested in buying pen-and-ink drawings ofwasted circus animals, Davey and I
were young and bright and someone was bound to give us achance. Someone was bound to
say "Otta Mae and David Coldiron -1 can tell just by their names that they're destined to
succeed in life!"
Iwas wrong. What we ended up with was a flat half-acre that cattle had been grazed
on for the past hundred years. The farmer and the cattle were gone and the outer pastures
were being sold off, one by one, by the farmer's daughter. Our little parcel had only one tree
growing on it, but there were awealth of cow skulls and thick leg bones, which would wash
to the surface of the earth sometimes when it rained.
"I think this is where the cows came to die," Davey saidone day, excavating a large
homed skull from the muddy ground.
"Well, that's encouraging." I leaned over to examine the skull. "Let'sputthis on our
mantel when we get a house."
We were only amile out oftown, but itwas a small town - agrain elevator, a
convenience store, a tornado siren and twenty-some ranch houses. Sometimes it felt like we
were the only people in the world. Our property was bordered on two sides by an endless
expanse ofbean fields and on athird side by adusty frontage road, an overshadowing row of
high tension wires and atwo-lane highway no one had really driven on since the interstate
went insometime inthe mid-eighties. On the fourth side our only neighbor, a divorced
electrician named Gary, lived in atiny trailer surrounded by aStonehenge-like ring of tool
sheds and dead cars.
We loved that land. It afforded a clear view ofeverything. Weplanned thehome
we'd put on it, drawing in pencil on the backs ofjunkmail envelopes and brown paper bags.
We knew our plans were not architecturally sound, but that didn't matter because we had
almost nothing left. We bought our trailer with aloan from the only bank stupid enough to
take us on. Maybe they were impressed that Davey worked full-time for the biggest
agricultural company in the state. What they may not have realized was that he was the most
expendable, unskilled technician in alarge laboratory where they were struggling to develop
anew genetically engineered breed ofseed which would repel rodents and insects without
killing birds. The project was not going well. They had alot ofdead crows on their hands
and the corporation was threatening to cut the program. However, the bank did not know
this. When Davey tried to explain what he did for a living the loan officer just smiled and
pushedmore forms at us. The moneywas ours.
In the first photo we ever saw ofthe trailer, itlooked like it was about to be hit by a
tornado. The sky was yellow and the cloud formations were ominous. What sort of
desperation had prompted the previous owners to take the picture at that moment was beyond
I imagined them outside, arms raised to the sky, shouting, "Spare us and we'll sell this
' hovel immediately, move to the city and change our heathen ways!" Certainly they knew
something we didn't.
The exterior had once been aqua marine, but was now whitewashed and graying. The
bedroom floor had been stripped down to plywood, with crusty patches ofold adhesive here
and there. The kitchen appliances were all vintage. The ancient gas stove was dull
goldenrod yellow and cranky about striking aflame. When we tried to tum iton (and
sometimes when we hadn't touched it atall) itwould letout arnonotonous mating call of
mechanical clicks. Usually we took pity on itand held amatch to the burner, though this was
risky business because the flames sometimes leapt so high that they'd singe our fingertips if
we didn't drop the match the split second after ignition. This became routine. We didn't
worry.
We also never thought much ofthe frequency with which birds could be seen fiying
to death on the high-tension wires outside the bedroom window. Birds in our neighborhood
didn't seem tohave the innate understanding ofelectricity that other birds have. There was
always one on the end who would try to step from the wire to the pole, breaking the perfect
circuit and grounding itself. We would find it smoldering and limp on the edge ofthe lawn.
Davey kept tally in green grease pencil on the side ofthe pole.
Then there was the owl that fell on the truck's hood one night, just as we were
getting out ofthe cab. Itwas snowy white and soft, not afeather out ofplace, just dead. I'd
never seen anything like it. Davey stood holding it, absentmindedly stroking the feathers.
He looked up, but there were no trees, no wires, nothing. The owl had just dropped &om the
sky.
me.
Iburied it as far away from the chicken coop as possible, in case it was carrying some
kind ofcommunicable disease. I knew Davey would never forgive me for letting the
chickens come to harm, even unwittingly. He loved those six chickens like some people love
their dogs or even their children. When they were still awkward little pullets and we'd first
moved them to the big coop outside, Davey used to wake up five times anight, running
outside to make sure some beast ofprey hadn't clawed its way through the wire and
plywood.
We'd bought ashotgun for those birds and propped it against the only eastern
window, the one that afforded aclear view of the chicken coop. I don't-know what use it
was there. The shells were locked up tight in abox beneath the bathroom sink. The way I
figured it, in the time it would take arelative novice like either ofus to pry the window open,
then load and aim the gun, any animal with half abrain could have eaten every single one of
. the chickens, fortified the coop with scrap metal and set up shop.
It was only afew weeks after the arrival of the dead owl that the electrical outlets
began to spit sparks. It was an unpredictable phenomenon - the outlets were unwilling to
perform this trick for Gary when we lured him inside with promises ofcherry pie. We liked
Gary. He was stocky and broad-shouldered, with an amazing head of curly hair and a
reassuring smile. He said he couldn't find athing wrong, but he ate three big pieces ofpie
and seemed reluctant to leave, telling us he'd been lonely in his trailer and itwas wonderful
to have kind neighbors like us.
The next morning I unplugged the hair dryer from the bathroom outlet and an orange
flame leapt from the wall, melting the bristles on my toothbrush six inches away. Davey
stared dumbly at the toothbrush when I brought it to him. He pushed away his bowl of
cornflakes and took itby the handle, examining the strange plastic blob on the end. He
squinted at it.
"Doesn't this look like something to you?" he askedme.
I crouched down to look atit from hisangle. The melted bristles had formed an
oddly familiar shape.
"A duck " he said. "It looks like a swimming duck."
And it did, ifyou squinted one eye shut and tipped your head forty-five degrees to the
left. Ithad ashort, squat beak and apert little tail, more like the rubber bathtub variety than
the real, feathered kind, which I had plenty ofexperience with lately, since the duck pond at
work was located in the center ofthe circular dirt track I had to lead thecamel around.
"Whatdo you think this allmeans?" I asked him.
"Idon't know." Davey ran ahand through his thinning hair. "There does seem to be
something weird going on. Do you think the birds are on our side or not? There san awfiil
lot of them -1 wouldn't want them to see us as enemies."
"No " I said. "I meant the flames shooting out of the bathroom outlet."
"Maybeit means that thewiring's shot."
"Gary said it seemed fine when he looked atit."
"Yeah." Davey picked up his cornflakes again. "Well, I guess it'll all make sense in
the end."
Davey had been talking about "the end" ever since I'd met him. It didn't refer toany
one singular apocalyptic moment. Itwas just his way ofsaying that everything would come
clear eventually, whether you had to wait five minutes or five hundred years. Itwas always
impressive tome that hehadfliis kind of patience.
I met David Coldiron during my first - and last- year ofcollege. And before I'd
even met him, I'd been inside his closet. It was empty.
His college roommate used to raise beer money bycharging other dorm residents a
two dollar admission to Davey's side of the room.
"He only has one pair of socks," he whispered dramatically to me and the two girls
I'd come with, as hepulled the dresser drawers open, one by one, revealing bare plywood.
It wasn'ta hoax. Davey had come to school with nothing butone complete outfit.
Socks, underwear, jeans, a T-shirt and a sweater for colder weather. A black pea coat was the
only thing hanging inhis closet. Aneconomy size box ofpowder detergent saton the floor
underneath it. Hismattress was bare,witha crumpled white flat sheet draped overthe side.
No pillow, no blanket.
"He washes his clothes every othernight," the roommate explained. "While they're
in the wash, he wears that sheet. Then, one night aweek, he washes the sheet."
In themiddle of Davey's desk we sawa small stack of textbooks, a legal padandtwo
sharpened pencils. Inhis cubby inthecoed bathroom down thehall, there was abarof
brownish green soap and a toothbrush.
"What, does he brush his teeth with soap?" Jill asked.
"Yeah, he does."
"Does he have a towel?" Maria asked.
"No." And with that Davey's roommate concluded the tour, strolling back downthe
hall with our six dollars in his pocket.
I didn't feel like I'd fallen in love that day, but I guess I had.
On thefirst day ofBiology 211, spring semester, Iwas partnered with him. Hewas
tall andserious andhis plainwhite T-shirt was clean, but so worn-out itwasnearly see-
through. He had ahigh forehead, thinning red-blond hair, and a penhanently bewildered
expression. His hands looked large and scrubbed as he held the bird skull we were supposed
to be analyzing.
The professor paced the front ofthe room, explaining the characteristics we should be
examining inorder to identify our bird. He stopped and said, "First, introduce yourself to
your partner."
Davey didn't laugh atmy name orask me torepeat it five times like other people
oftendid. He shook my hand and he said, "OttaMae, I'm David."
I looked downat the skull in his hands. I felt a soft sympathyfor him and his empty
dresser drawers.
Theemptiness around Davey was anamazing thing. When I was alone in aroom
withhimit felt as though everything buttheairhadbeen sucked out. It would grow quiet
r
around us. I thought I could hear the blood surging through our veins, ourhearts beating in
syncopated rhythm.
When I was somewherewithoutDavey, that emptiness would creepup behind me. It
alighted onmyshoulder andsat, ruffling itswings, breathing quietly andsteadily in myear.
It was a living thing for sure and with it I was never alone.
In the trailer this emptiness started to makemenervous for the first time. I listened to
music on a secondhand pawnshop stereo. I filled the dresser drawerswith socks and
underwear and enough T-shirts that we didn't have to do laundry for weeks at a time. I put
food inthe cupboards and in the refrigerator. I hauled furniture I'd found on the curb in
nearby towns home in the back of the pick-up truck. We had rugs and curtains and pictures
on the walls. None of this stuffwas going to save us.
The tornado came one night justafter dinner. There was no time to turn oh the radio.
We stood outsidewith the siren blaring andwatched the sky darken like a bruise.
"I meant to dig a tornado shelter " Davey said.
"No, you didn't. You never mentioned any such thing." I didn't mean to sound
bitter, but there was anedge tomy voice. I couldn't imagine Davey ever having the foresight
to dig a tornado shelter.
"Well, I wish I had," he said sadly.
Thewindpicked up suddenly and anempty flower potwent flying off the front steps
and up into the sky.
"The chickens!" Davey exclaimed. "We have to get the chickens!"
"There's no time!" I hissed, grabbing his arm.
Thepower lines hummed. Wehurried across theyard, Gary was standing byhis van,
yelling something andgesturing to the tinycement storage building behind his trailer.
"1built this as a tornado shelter, but it's also a goodplace to do welding and stuff, in
thewinter," Gary shouted as we ducked inside. He let themetal door slam. It was just light
enoughinside to keep from tripping over thepiecesof metalpipe and scrap lumber that
littered the floor. Daveyand I sat on a coldmetal toolbox andhe wrapped his armaround
mywaist. The sirenblaredandwe stared outthe tinywindow up by the ceiling. Weheard a
rushing noise. Alarge piece ofcorrugated aluminum rocketed past the small wmdow and
Davey said, "Fuck." Gary and I nodded in agreement. The rushing noise was closer and
more insistent now. I pressed my body against Davey's side. We heard a series ofcrashes
somewhere very near by. Davey turned to me and, in a strangled voice, asked, "Do you think
the chickens are all right?"
Inthe quiet afterwards we were eager to count the damages. A light rain was falling
when we stepped out of the shed. For a moment, all three of us thought wewere
hallucinating. Where Gary's trailer had been, there was nothing butbare dirt. It had been
picked up and put down twenty feet away, upside-down. Everything else was exactly where
it had been. The circle of sheds and carswereundamaged. Gary's van was parkedjust
where he'd left it, not a scratch on it. Davey andI saidthings like, "That's lucky," and
"How's your insurance?"
Otir property, at first glance, looked almost untouched. The trailer was battered and
dented, but stillstanding where it always had. Our truck wasbacked up against thebadly
beaten oak tree. But as we walked closer, we realized that the chicken coop was gone. Not
even a scrap of wood or a piece of straw could be found.
Davey stared at the sparse, ruffled grass and shook his head.
"My poor girls," he said. "And they were laying so well."
I'd always hadan incredible memory for tornado stories and I'd heard so many where
people found theirbabies twenty feet up in trees, completely unharmed, or where people
discovered their dogs alive insidekitchen ovens thathadbeenblowninto ditches. While
Davey stood andsniffled andmuttered, I began to circle thetrailer, looking up into theoak
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tree, under the truck, up in the air. And, sure enough, when I got around back there the
chickens were, roosting precariously on the high tension wires. I called toDavey and hegot
out the extension ladder, rested it against theroof and climbed as high as he could, calling to
the hens. One by one they leapt into his arms, flapping hysterically.
It wascramped withGary andthechickens in the trailer. Gary laya sleeping bagout
onour sagging couch andthechickens roosted in the bathroom, splattering thetub and tile
floor with droppings. Gary didn't go to work the day after thetornado. Instead he sat atthe
kitchen table and talked to his insurance company. When hewas done with them, he called a
friend who worked at a large construction company, trying to determine what kindof
machinery he'd need to turn his trailer right side up again.
"He thinks we can do it next week," Gary told us excitedly. "It's gonna cost me a
fortune to get everythingback in workingorder. The refrigerator endedup in the bathtub, '
somehow."
"Really?" I asked. I was drawing a picture of Gary standing outside his upside-down
trailer in my sketchbook. I made him waving his hand congenially.
"Well, I hadn't put in a wall between thebathroom andkitchen yet, so it's not asbad
as it seems. You know, I live alone, it was sort of an ongoing project. Still, this is a pretty
big set back." Gary rocked on the rear legs of his chair. "Do you two have homeowner's
insurance?"
"No, we don't," Davey said.
"You gotta get on that," Gary said. "And I'd invest in a good all perils policy. I've
had hail damage, flood damage, now this. You've got to be covered."
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Davey took this advice to heart. He camehome fromwork the next daywith a stack
of computer print outs.
"Iowa mobile home insurance quotes from ten different companies," he said. "Look,
this one offers coverage for 'Damage from Ink,Paint,Dye, Shoe andNail Polish,' as well as
'Damage by Wild or Stray Animals.'"
Gary chuckled. "Maybe you could convince them that those hens were wild animals
and get the insurance company to cover the damage they're gonna do to that bathroom."
The next day we bought a policy as well as a truckload of supplies to rebuild the
chicken coop. I wanted to start on the coop right away, but I'd just been promoted to emu-
keeper at work. The male emu was temperamental and prone to respiratory illnesses, so I
needed to show them I was up to the responsibility. When I came home Davey was sitting
on the couch, holding one of the hens in his lap and telling it, "Don't worry, Ida. Your new
house is on its way. Gary's outside right now cutting the wood."
Later that night Davey and I cleaned the bathroom and took a bath together while the
birds perched on the edge of the tub and scolded us.
"This is exactly what I always imagined it would be like to be married," Davey said,
sighing contentedly and leaning his head back against my wet, naked shoulder.
And then it rained for a week. We kept the cut lumber dry the best we could,
wrapping it in tarps. We got up and went to work each day and when we came home we
edged our way through the bathroom door and collected eggs from the drains and the narrow
space behind the toilet. On Saturday morning the sun came up and burned away the
dampness in the air. The fields were bright and green and lush all around. Small brown
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birds flocked to the oak tree and sang in a deafening chorus. Davey and I pulled the wood
free of the blue tarps and laid it in the sun.
We dug holes and set the frame first. The sun camedown hot on our backs and dry
dirt stuck to the sweat on our faces. I was weak with hunger and thirst by the time the last
supporting beamwas in place. Davey threwhimselfdownon the groimd, using the damp T-
shirt he'd peeled off hours ago to shield his face from the sun. I headed inside to get some
food.
After gulping cold water from the jug in the fridge, I unwrapped two frozen burritos
and laid them side by side on a plate in the microwave. I hit "TIME," but-the display was
black. It wasn't plugged in. I picked the plugup and reached for the outlet. I never thought
that, given the trailer's track record, this might not be the safest thing to do. Before the plug
even made contact a brilliant spark leapt from the socket to one of the prongs. I jumped back
just as the stove let out one particularly dramatic tick and went up in flames.
The fire shot upward with a loud whoosh and consumed the red checkered curtains
above the kitchen sink. I screamed so shrilly that my own ears rang. Before I couldmake it
out of the kitchen Davey was behind me, picking me up by the elbows and heaving me
towards the door. I grabbed the two closest things, my purse and a pair of insulated rubber
. boots Davey sometimes wore outside. Then I ran. I didn't stop until I had reached the edge
of the yard, where our truck was parked.
Smoke was beginning to billow from the back windows ofthe trailer. I couldn't see
Davey anywhere. I saw the kitchen window shatter and I heard a crash from inside. And
then there Davey was, throwing the door open, shirtless and gasping, his arms full of flapping
hens. He stumbled on-the doorstep and opened his arms. The birds scattered and began to
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totter away from the thick smoke. Daveyturned and disappeared into the traileragain. More
smokedrifted out through the open door. I screamed his name and in a momenthe appeared,
coughing violently, one last hen under each arm. As he ran towards me a loud explosion
resounded across the yard. It was followed by another and then a whole chorus of loud
bangs. I pushed Davey underneath the truck and dived in the dirt next to him as the whole
back end of the trailer flared up spectacularly.
"The shot gun shells under the bathroom sink!" he exclaimed hoarsely, grabbingmy
hand.
We heard sirens and then someone screaming our names. I rolled out from under the
truck and saw Gary running across the road.
"Oh Than!" he said, gasping for breath. "Are you all right? I saw the smoke all the
way down the road." He helped us up and we dusted ourselves off. I noticed that Davey's
face was dark with ash and that his bare chest and stomach were covered in scratches. He
held his right arm up, examining it with interest. The skin at the top ofhis wrist was bumed
almost black.
"This doesn't hurt," he said, puzzled. "It sure looks like it should."
"Probably burned right through the nerves." Gary's nose crinkled and he looked .
away. "That's disgusting."
"I don't think it's that bad," Davey said, but Gary made him sit in the back of the
truck while we rounded up the chickens and forced them into the cab. Once they were all
inside Davey peered through the back window, counting.
"Yep, all six of them." He coughed, then pointed to each bird in turn, saying their
names. "Ida Jean, Ida Mae, Ida Belle, Ida Grove, Ida Gray, Ida Bean."
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The trailer was still burning strong. Yellow flames formed a tall, flickering column
over what was left of the bedroom and living room. A fire track came barreling down the
frontage road, followed by a police car and an ambulance.
"Good thingwe got the chickens in the truck," I said to Gary as the fire truck peeled
onto the lawn, narrowly missing the oak tree. "These guys are crazy drivers."
The kind people at the Super 8 two towns over were adamant about their no pets
policy. Neither Davey nor I said anything about the chickens, but the desk clerk rerninded us
twice that cats and dogs or pets ofany kind were certainly not welcome. We had to'wait
until darkness fell to smuggle the birds in. Davey's right arm and hand were heavily
bandaged, so he held the doors open for me as I tucked the chickens, two at a time, under my
jacket and crept up to our second floor room with its queen bed and extensive cable
television selection.
We cleaned up the best we could in the bathroom full of chickens. I washed Davey's
hair in the sink with hotel shampoo and the water ran black with ash. Little singed ends of
his hair broke off as I tried to comb through it with my fingers. Ida Grove, the smallest of the
hens, a honey-and-cream-colored bantam, hopped up on the counter to investigate, her
ridiculous feathered feet slipping on the slick counter.
"We'll have to finish that new coop soon," Davey said as I handed him a thin white
hotel towel for his head. His voice still sounded scratchy.
"Davey, the lumber burned too. Didn't you see? It's all gone."
"Well, maybe we'll get enough insurancemoney that we can build an even bigger
one." He fluffed his hair so that it stuck straight up.
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"Butwhat arewe going to do now?" I asked. "Wecan't stay in this hotel forever."
"Thefire inspector andthe insurance people will come lookat the trailer tomorrow,"
he said. "We'll see what they say."
Therewas nothing left of the trailer. There wasno trailer, now. He knew that. But
he didn't seem concerned. We lay downon thebed and tumed on the television. I rested my
head in his lap. On the screen brightly colored blurs that must have been race cars ate up
black track. Davey put down the remote control and restedhis hand in my damphair. The
chickens clucked and rustled on the other side of the thin wall.
"I wish I had my pajamas," I said. "And maybe some books. I wish theyhadn't
gotten bumed up."
"Don't worry," Davey said. "No one reallyneeds pajamas and books. It gets easier."
My boss was incredulous when I called in the next moming.
"First a tornado," he said. "Now you're telling me your trailer blew up?"
"It's true," was all I could say. "I'm sorry."
"Look, Otta Mae. Eugene's in bad shape. We've had the vet out here twice."
Eugene was the male emu. I felt bad, but he wasn't a very pleasant bird. They had to
keep him behind an extra tall fence to keep him from attacking small children.
"So, I'm promoting Richie to emu-keeper," my boss continued. "I'm sorry, but we
need someone more reliable. I'll put your last paycheck in the mail."
"Fine," I said. "I don't want to work at your stinking petting zoo anyway, asshole."
But he'd already hung up.
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Wepulled uponoursinged, windblown half-acre promptly at nine AM. The
chickens were back at the hotel, eating scratch com and two cold leftover McDonald's hash
brown patties, with a "Do Not Disturb" sign on the door. The fire inspector was standing in
the driveway, waiting for us. He was small andpigeon-toed.
"Otta Mae? David?" He held out his hand for us to shake. "Sorry about your
trailer."
"That's okay," Davey said.
"I don'tmean toupset you folks," he started, leaning against ourtruck and cmshing
the brim ofhis John Deere baseball hat with one hand as he spoke. "But there are some
concems."
"What do you mean?" I asked.
"Well, the cause of the fire isn't real clear. And since you've taken out an insurance
policy on the, ah, residence less than a week ago, your insurance company requested a
thorough investigation."
"Areyou sayingthey thinkwe did this on purpose?" Davey asked, cradling his
bandaged arm. "Do I look like an arsonist?"
"Well, of course you don't." The fire inspector smiled nervously.
"We've had electrical problems!" I exclaimed. "The outletwas spitting sparks. I
told the police that yesterday."
"Look, the trailer was barely worth two grand," Davey said. "Who's so desperate
that they'd bum up everything they've got for two thousand dollars?"
As he said that I caught a glimpse of the two ofus, reflected in the darker glass of the
truck window. The image was dim and distorted, but I could clearly see the hard line of my
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jaw, the tiredness aroundmy eyes, the tangle of dark hair overmy shoulders. I brushed away
a stray chicken feather that was clingingtomy tank top. I could seeDavey by my side,
unsmiling, looking beaten and pale, his thin T-shirt tight around his shoulders. I could see ,
what thepolice andthe insurance company might see, two tired people witha half-acre and
six chickens and nothing else around them but emptiness.
The electric companywas stymied. They cameand disconnected the lines, then
climbed the pole and stripped it of all wires and equipment. The next day they put up new
equipment. By nightfall we found one owl and one crow lying cold and lifeless on the
ground below.
The insurance companywouldn't call us arsonists to our faces - instead they told us
that they refused to pay out for mysterious electrical malfunctions. Bizarre phenomena like
that did not make their list of qualifiable disasters. They needed a reasonable explanation
and until they got one, we wouldn't see a cent. In the meantime, we could no longer afford
the hotel room. We pitched a tent behind Gary's trailer, which was still upside-down. His
friend had never gotten access to the heavy machinery they needed, but Gary didn't seem to
care. He was sleeping in there now. Sometimes, in the evenings, we saw him soldering
pipes and heard him dragging heavy things around and driving nails. It seemed that he'd
given in to the upside-down life.
Since Gary's decision to make the best of things, we'd given up on our hopes of
moving thechickens into thecapsized trailer. Asatemporary solution, webought a second
tent on clearance at Wal-Mart. The chickens did not like camping. They flapped and threw
themselves against the sides of the tent. Davey stood outside and tried to calm them.
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"Thisis onlytemporary, girls," he said. "Once we get this figured out, we'll build
you the biggest, best coop we can."
"And we'll be living in it with them if we can't get the insurance company to pay
out," I said bitterly, unzipping our tent door and steppinginside.
Davey looked thoughtful.
"That could work. We'd need a lot more wood, though." He ducked through the
little doorway too.
"I was kidding." I turnedmyback and fumbled in the plastic bag I'd beenusing as a
suitcase. "All you care about are the stupidchickens. What aboutus? I'm notworking,
you're not working, we hardly have a cent. You don't even seem to care."
"Otta Mae." I could tell by his tone of voice that he was frowning and furrowing his
brow. "I'm sorry. We'll get the insurance money soon. And I'll go back to worknextweek.
I don't even need to use this arm, really. They just make me enter stupid numbers in the logs
half the time anyway."
I lay down on the camouflage campingmat we'd borrowed from Gary and openedthe
interiordecoratingmagazine I'd bought thatmoming. I'd also bought a new sketchpad and
some pens and pencils, but I didn't feel like drawing. Somehow it made me feel better to
thumb through the magazine and look at those big rooms full of designer couches and
deliberately distressed farmhouse furniture. Davey sat beside me and hesitantly touched my
leg.
"I don't know what to say," he said.
"Then don't say anything," I snapped.
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I knew somethingwas wrongas soonas Iwokeup. The sunwas up and it was bright
and warm inside the tent. Davey was sprawled on his back beside me, snoring lightly.
Otherwise, it was quiet. "The chickens," I thought, hurrying to unzip my sleeping bag.
I crawled out into the open air andhurried to the other tent. Even from ten feet away,
I could tell something was wrong. The thin nylonwall beside the door was ripped wide
open. I stuck my head through the jagged hole and saw that, other than a mess of stray
feathers, the tent was empty. On the ground I saw spots ,ofsomething wet and dark like
blood.
I didn't want to wake Davey up. I started to walk the perimeter of Gary's property,
scanning the grass and the trees and the ground underneath the junk cars for any sign of our
birds. Beneath a rusted black Grand Am I found a pile of feathers. They must have been Ida
Bean's, because they were pure white. They were also covered in blood.
"What the matter?" Gary asked, emerging from his trailer. He had to step high to get
out the upside-down door.
"I think something got the chickens," I said.
Gary was dressed for work in old jeans and a blue shirt with a name patch on it.
He knelt down by the Grand Am, peering under its rusted body at the little pile of feathers..
"Fox," he said. "I bet it was a fox." He shook his head. "That's too bad."
He helped me look for survivors for a few minutes, but he couldn't be late to work.
Afterhe left I went into the upside-down trailer and, careful not to trip overanyof the ceiling
light fixtures, which werenowsticking up from the floor, 1took a slightly stale frosted
chocolate doughnut from thebox onGary's coffee table. Isat outside eating it and
wondering what I would tell Davey.
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Davey cried. He knelt down outside of the ripped tent and he put his face in his good
hand and he sobbed. I couldn't remember ever seeing him so upset about anything. I sat
beside him. Behind his hand his mouth was stretched into a pained, upturned grimace, as
though he were trying to smile through his tears. Watching him made me tear up too. The
previous night I might have been pleased to see the chickens disappear forever. Now I felt
guilty for even thinking it. They'd done nothing wrong. They'd been laying right up until
we moved them into the tent. They'd been content to nest in bathroom sinks and roost on the
edges ofbathtubs. They'd been nothing but agreeable in the face of all this disaster.
"I should have stayed in there with them," Davey sobbed. "I should have known this
would happen. My poor girls. It's all my fault!"
"It's not your fauh," I said, rubbing his back. "We didn't have any other place to put
them."
Davey cried for a long time andwhenhe finally wiped his eyeswith the back of his
hand and stood up, I followedhim nervously. He climbedinto Gary's trailer andwent into
the bathroom, which was probably the strangest part of the whole renovation. Instead of
installing a new shower, Garyhad simply moved the bathtub underneath the sink, which was
still mounted in its original spot. All youhadto do was reach up and turnthe knobs andthe
water would pourdown into the tub. Thetoilet, thank God, hadbeenreinstalled right-side
up, but thetoilet paperholder wasstillwhere it had always been. Davey reached upand tore
a few pieces off, thenblewhis nose loudly into them.
"What do you want to do now?" he asked me.
"Wecanget newchickens when wesettle down somewhere," I said.
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"We could build a tree fort," he said. It was hard to tell if hewas joking. I decided to
stay on the safe side and assume he was serious.
"We only have one tree," I said. "And what if another tornado comes?"
Davey put his arm around my shoulders.
"Don't worry," he said. "I'll figure something out. For you. You're all I have left,
now."
But I wasn't all he had left. That night, aswe sat around a big camp fire in the yard,
watching Gary humming and flipping steaks on what looked the grill of an old car, I heard a
small squawk. Davey gripped my knee hard and we both turned around. Ida Grove was
weaving across the yard on her little feathered feet, stopping every few steps to strike the
ground with her beak.
Davey jumped up with a shout and ran to her, almost scaring her out of the yard
again. He scooped her up with one arm and squeezedher, all the time making hen-like
noises himself, sniffling and exclaiming, "Otta Mae! Look! She's alive!"
All through dinner she sat in his lap and ate raw green beans from our hands. I could
hardly protestwhenDaveywanted to bringher to bedwith us. I walked out to the edge of
the field andrippedup handfuls of dry grass, which I broughtbackto the tent and stuffed
into one ofthe comers. Ida Grove nested quietly in this pile ofgrass and we slept soundly.
The next day I drove into town, thinking I'd pick some things up atthestore and
checkwith the insurance company mcase they'd had a change ofheart. They hadn't, but I
spent a long time in town, dreading my retum tothetent and the long evening hours with
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nothing to dobut drawon damp paperorwatch one of the three television channels thathad
decentreception in Gary's trailer. By the time I camecruisingdown the gravel road it was
so dark I barely saw what Gary and Davey were doing. They were on our land, between the
oak tree and the blackened spot where the trailer had been. Daveywas crouchedwith a level
in his hand, Garywith a nail gun. I drove right upunder the tree, somy headlights nearly
blinded them.
Somehow, between the two of them and their threeusable hands, they'd managed to
erect the entire frame and two entire walls of something I really hoped wasn't our new
chicken coop, since it was ridiculously large. I got out of the truck, but left the headlights on.
"What do you think of your new chicken coop?" Gary asked me.
"Chicken coop? We only have one chickenl This thing is huge." I looked closer at
the wood. Some of it was new, but much of it was weathered and full of nail holes.
"We tore down two ofGary's old sheds," Davey said. "He said he didn't need them
anymore."
"Always makes me feel good to share," Gary said.
They worked on the coop all weekend. Gary worked a half day on Monday so he
could come back and shingle the roof. I didn't help. I sulked in the trailer, I sulked in the
tent and I sulked on the hood ofthe TransAmwith IdaBean's bloody feathers under it. Ida
Grove followed me around during the day. I couldn't blame her. She didn't know about the
palace they were building her. She hadn't asked them to do it.
"Someday we'll want to start a family," I toldDavey. "Wouldwe just keep living in
this tent? It's going to get cold, you know."
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"Think about everything she's been through," he said, strokingIda Grove's sleek
little honey-colored head. I wanted to hit him.
I know people tell you that marriage is about compromise. I don't have a problem
with compromise. But I always thought that compromise implied a reconciliation of your
own wants and someone else's wants and, more often than not, Davey met my wants with a
blank stare. He didn't understand what it meant to want something. As much as he
sometimes insisted that he wanted me with all his heart, it was hard to believe. In the face of
everything he seemed to care so little about, I felt pretty insignificant.
"This is my whole life," I said, openingmy arms only wide enough to encompass him
and the lucky chicken and our tent and a little bit of the land around us. "I'm not
complaining. But you've got to be what means home to me or I've got nothing."
"Okay," Davey said. "Home."
The coop did look beautiful. Inside it was bigger than our room at the Super 8 had
been. The ceiling was tall enough, even for Davey. There were two real windows and an
adjoining run with a hinged door. I sat in the middle the plywood floor and imagined Ida
Grove hopping around in all of this empty space. No one had showed it to her yet. It was
supposed to be a surprise.
That afternoon, when Davey and Gary took Gary's van to the big hardware store
three towns away, to buy things like a lock for the door and more insulation, I drove the truck
to the SalvationArmy. I bought a scratched-up coffee table and a lumpy loveseat, as well as
a lampwith a red shade and an old clockradio. The clerk agreed to throw in a framed poster
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of an eagle diving for its prey if I bought the greenpaisley bedspread they'd beentrying to
get rid of for months.
I drove home as fast as I couldwithout losing any of the furniture and wasted no time
in setting up the coop. I put the couch under the window and the lamp on the coffee table.
There'd be plenty of room for a bed in the back comer, eventually. For the time being I
dragged the camping mat from the tent in and laid the bedspread over it. I hung the framed
poster on the back wall.
I set up the camping stove we'd borrowed fromGary under the other window and
then I went and got Ida Grove. She trembled in my arms as I slid the door to the mn open
and when I tossed her out onto the dirt she flapped and hopped and tasted the dry grasswith
delicate little pecks.
I looked around the little room Td filled and I felt that I was home for the first time
since the trailer blew up. I sat on the loveseat and waited for Davey to get back. I imagined
that he'd be angry when he saw what I'd done, even though I knew that Davey didn't get
angry. He did things like shrug and smile patiently and say, "You didn't have to do all this."
I imagined him doing this and how I would get up and grab him by the shoulders and just
start shaking him.
I passed the time by drawing a picture of Ida Grove's return, with the three ofus at
the campfire and her ambling in from the fields.
Davey wasn't angry. Hewalked around the room and touched the lampshade andthe
surface of the coffeetable and then theupholstery on the couch,likehe'd never seen
furniture before.
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"Isn't this better?" I asked him.
"It's very nice," he said, sitting down beside me on the couch. "Does it make you
feel better?"
"A little bit."
He smiled. "Good."
That night it smelled like damp wood and dry feathers in the coop. Ida Grove was
settled in a straw-filled milk crate and Davey held me under the slightly musty bedspread.
"I want a real bed," I told him.
"Okay," he said drowsily. He was almost asleep. I could feel his breath on the side
ofmy neck. The room around us was cool and, in the dark, it seemed infinite. I could not
even make out the shapes of the things Td dragged home. For all I knew, we were sleeping
exposed on the very top of the world, me and Davey and our Httle chicken and all of that
great big emptiness.
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The Ames Zombie Chronicles, Part 1
Making our sleepy, drunkenway back from the Campustown bars, Mike and I
stopped on the crusty snow to watch the two swanshunched together on the not-so-distant
shore of Lake Laveme, the sludgy campus pond. It was late January and very dark, even so
close to the busy hum and streetlights of Lincoln Way, the long,wide street that bisects the
whole town into North and South. A car sped by and through the sparse grove of trees we
heard their stereo thumping. LancelotandElaine, the two university-owned swans, wereused
to the noise. They didn't even tum their heads.
"They can't fly away, can they?" Mike asked, laughing and digging his hands deeper
into the pockets of his gray stadium jacket. "Stewey! We should kidnap one. This is our
chance!"
I laughed too. Kidnapping the birds and holding them for ransom had been a running
joke on our dorm floor, back in collegewhen Mike and I had hung out all the time, insteadof
only Wednesdays and Fridays after work.
"I bet you can't catch one," he said.
"Sure I can." I was only joking. But it had been bitter cold for days and the ice
lookedquite thick, so I took a few tentative steps out, then skateda not-so-graceful arc inmy
sneakers, plowing the thin coating ofsnow from the ice. By now I was almost in the middle.
"How deep do you think it is?" Mike askedme.
"Not very." I took another step and the ice cracked. It cracked all aroundme andmy
feetwent in, slowly, it seemed. "Fuck," I said, as mysocks absorbed the coldwater. And
then, in real time, I plunged through the hole.
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I remember nothing until I woke up and struggled to open my eyes. My eyelids felt
like they'd been glued shut. After I managed to peel them open the first thing I saw was a
ceiling fan turning slowly above me. "I don't have a ceiling fan in my bedroom," I said to
myself. "And my bed is much more comfortable than this." I sat up. I was naked except for
a flimsy white sheet, which slipped down around my waist. Beneath me there was nothing
but bare metal. There was one man in the room with me and he screamed when I moved,
dropping whatever he was holding. I looked down at the white tiled floor and saw a
hairdryer, still spinning with the momentum of its fall.
The man who'd been holding the hairdryer was crouched down behind another metal
table. The person lying on top of the table was clearly dead. She was covered up to the neck
with a sheet, but her face looked aboutninety years old and her blue eye shadowcontrasted
sharplywith her white, bloodless skin. The whole table shook as the man hiding behind it
held tight to the side.
"Hello?" I said, testing my voice. It sounded faint and scratchy. I tried again. "Uh,
hi. I'm not gonnahurt you. Do you thinkmyclothes might be around here somewhere?"
Themanpeeked out from behindthe tableslowly.
"You're alive," he said incredulously. He was tail, with a full head ofsalt-and-pepper
hair and wire rim glasses. "Are you alive? Aren'tyou theguy who drowned inLake
Laveme Wednesday night?"
"Iguess so." Flickering filmstrip images ofthe swans and the ice and Mike, yelling
my name from the shore, clicked through my head. I swung my legs over the side ofthe
table, wrapping the sheet around my waist. I didn't feel ready to put my feet on the floor yet.
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"I should takeyou to the hospital or something," themansputtered, nervously wiping
his hands on his blue button-up shirt. "I mean, Tve heard ofstuff like this, butyoumustbe
in rough shape."
"What day is it?"
"It's Friday. You've been in the coolerhere for awhile. They weren't gonna start on
you till tonight. Everyone's over at JeanThompson's funeral. I really lucked outwith her.
Didher hair everymonthfor the past six years at myownshop. Oneof those fluffy old lady
bobs. I couldhave styled it in my sleep. Andshe talked a lot less whenshewasdead."
"Who are you?" I asked.
"Oh, sorry. I'm Charles, the stylist."
Charleswas nice enough to find the suit bagwith the clothes theywere going to bury
me in and to drive me four blocks to the hospital.
"You're the first body I've ever had sit up and start talking," he said, chuckling as we
pulled into the parking lot at Mary Greeley. "Are you sure you're okay? You're not gonna
lunge over across the seat and try to suck my blood, are you?"
"If I was a vampire, I would have been fried up by now, wouldn't I?" I said,
gesturing through the wmdow at the aftemoon sunlight. "I feel pretty normal, really."
I wasn't sure if the emergency roomwas the appropriate place to go. I told Charles
thathe should just dropme off and I waved ashe coasted out of the parkinglot. I fek
awkward approaching thewoman at thedesk inside. She was busytalking on thephone and
eating a jelly doughnut. She lookedme overand, deciding that I wasn't an actual
emergency, continued to ignoreme. I shifted from one foot to the other, waiting for her
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phone call to end. Finally she finished her doughnut, hung up the phone and, inamock-
cheerful voice, asked me what I needed.
"I just came back from the dead," I toldher. "I mean, I wasn't dead - it was a
mistake. You guys sent me to the ftmeral home, but I wasn't dead."
The woman gave me a tired, irritated look.
"Look, I don't have time for this."
"I'm not joking," I said. I started to digin my backpocket for mywallet,,but there
was nothing there. "I'm Stuart Fawkes? I fell through the ice onLake Laveme, uh,
Wednesday night."
The woman crossed her arms.
"Fine," I said. "I'm going home."
The walk home from the hospital wasn't all that long. I cut downMain St., looking
in the windows of the shoe stores and vacuumrepair shops that occupiedthe first floors of all
the tall brick buildings. I turned onto Clark and had to wait at the tracks as a mile of
graffitied freight cars rumbled past. The wind picked up and blew my suit jacket open.
Jenny will be glad to see me^ I thought as the last train car rolled away and the railroad
crossing arms lifted. I made my way across Lincoln and past Taco John's, wondering how
long it had been since Jenny and I had gone more than a day without seeing each other.
As I walked down our street I realized that her car was not in the driveway. I pulled
the spare key out from under the green plastic flowerpot, which was full of frozen dirt and
the sad stem of some long-dead houseplant, and let myself in. I took off the cheapblack
dress shoesFd found in the bag and placedthem on floor besidea pair of Jenny's boots.
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Theplace looked different than I remembered it, but the differences were subtle. The
couch hadbeenpushed backfrom theTV. Theclutter on thecoffee table wasgone, replaced
by amatching set of heavy pewter candlesticks. I waded into thebedroom through piles of
wrinkled, cast-off clothes, but I noticed theywere all Jenny's. On the bedroomfloor there
were actuallybare spots, places where the old beigecarpet showed through. A black lacy
pair of underpants and two small, black, cat-hair encrusted athletic socks lay crumpled onthe
bedside table. Mywalletpeakedout from under oneof the socks. The leather wasdamp and
water stained. I opened it and found that someone had taken all of my cash, as well asmy
driver's license. My credit cardwas still there,however, aswell as an oldWal-Mart phone
card and a picture of me and Jenny,wet and nearly disintegrated. I shut the wallet and
stuffed it in my back pocket. FiguringJennywas still at work, I sat down on the bed. The
cat was sleeping on the pillow, but when he saw me he hissed and leapt down.
"Seymour," I said, peering over the edge of the bed. "It's me. I know I probably
smell funny. But it's still me."
He gave me an accusing look before slinking down the hallway. I sighed and leaned
back against the pillows. Seymour was always crabby when we left him for a few days.
Maybe he was mad at me for not being around. He loved Jenny, but he preferred to sleep on
my feet for most of the night. When I wasn't around he didn't even bother coming to bed.
I thought I'd go wash my hands, to see if that made any difference to old Seymour. I
was sure I stunk like all sorts of funeral home chemicals.
The bathroom light flickereda few times beforecomingon. I'd never liked that light.
It made my skin look green, evenon the best days. Todaywas certainly not oneofmybest
days. It lookedlike I hadn't shaved in a week. Beneath thepatchystumble my skinwas
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almost transparently pale. Thereweredarkcircles under my eyes. I looked tiredandstoned
andnot very clean. My hair was thin and flat and something about the way it was lyinggave
away the exact shape of my skull. I didn't want to lookat myself anymore. I washedmy
hands and dried them on a black hand towel. I looked in the medicine cabinet for my
shaving cream and razor,but theyweren't there. The top shelf, where they'd always been,
wasnowfilled with an array of small nail polish bottles, all in different shades of red.
As I shuffled back to the bedroom, it occurred to me that I should call in at Fareway.
I figured they'd excuse me taking the evening off, since I'd just risen from the deadand all.
"Tom," I said to mymanager, whoalways sounded kindof breathless andfeminine
on the phone. "This is Stuart."
"Is this some kind ofjoke? Who is this?"
"Tom, it's me, Stewey. Look, I'm not coming in today. You probably heard about
the accident the other night and everything."
He hung up. I rested my head on the pillow and didn't realize I'd dozed off until I
heard the sound of Jenny's old Trans Am in the driveway.
"You've got to get that muffler fixed," I shouted when she came in. "The car sounds
like a Hell's Angel's parade." I got to my feet and went to meet her in the living room. "Just
go down to Midas tomorrow."
Jenny let out a terrible scream, high-pitched, like something right out of a horror
movie.
"Sorry. You probably didn't knowI was home. Howwould you have known? I
mean, this is pretty weird."
Jenny backed up into the wall, wide-eyed.
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"Sweetie, what's the matter?"
She shut her eyes for a few seconds, covering themwith one hand. Then she looked
atme, blinking. Shewasgorgeous, standing there in herlong blackwool coat and black and
white striped stockings. I wanted to walk across the room and just grab her, pull her to my
chest, kiss her. But the way she stared at me was a little too unnerving.
"I should be happy to see you," she said in a strangled voice. "But this is really
freakingme out." She took a deep breath. "Okay. What are you here to tell me?"
I laughed.
"What am I here to tell you? Jenny, I live here. I'm offwork tonight. Ithoughtl
should take it easy, after the accident and everything."
She was clutching her car keys with both hands.
"Stewey," she said. "You're dead."
"I'm not dead. That was just a mistake."
"lidentified your body," she said firmly. "You are quite dead."
"I'm not dead. I think I would know if I was dead. What? You don't believe me?"
"I was at my mother's," she said. "I've been at my mother's all day." She seemed to
relax slightly. She let her keys dangle from one hand. "Here," she said. "Play that
message."
I walked over to the answering machine. An unblinking number one showed on the
display.
I pushed the button. "Wednesday, ten-oh-six AM," droned the machine. A pause,
then a squeaky, young guy's voice.
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"This is Matthew, from the Adams Funeral Home. We want to extend our sincere
sympathy in this time of loss. We know this is a difficult time for you, but it would be
helpful if you could get back to us as soon as possible and tell us if you'd like the body
embalmed or cremated and
I pushed stop. Jenny crossed her arms. Her broad, pale face was serious.
"See?"
"What? Tm standing right here in front ofyou. Who are you going to believe?"
"Get out of here."
"Jenny! Where am I going to go? I don't have a car! I don't even know where my
car is!"
"Can't you fly or teleport or something?"
"What the hell are you talking about?"
"I'm not the one who's undead here. You figure it out."
"Can I at least get some clothes?" I asked. "I can't just keep walking around in this
stupid suit. Where are my clothes?"
"I took them to the Goodwill," she said stiffly.
"All of them?"
"I didn'twant to think about you every time I walked through the door. I thought it
was time to start cleaning thisplace up." Shebegan to unbutton her coat.
"What?" I asked. "Have you justbeen waiting for achance to get ridofme? Are you
disappointed that I'm not really dead?"
Jenny's chin wobbled like she was going to start crying, butall shesaid was, "Could
youplease leave now? You're scaring me."
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I found Mike and Travis in their usual Friday night booth at Sporty's, the smallest and
darkest of the downtown bars. It was the kind ofplace where all the bar stools' seats were
criss-crossedwith liberal amounts of duct-tapeand the men's room had no paper towels,just
a filthy cloth hand towel hung from a wooden rod. However, the beer was cheap and the
place wasn't completely overrun with loud, drunken twenty-one-year-olds like a lot of the
other bars in town.
Mike and Travis had pint glasses and theywere ogling a group of girls in tight jeans
who were playing pool a few feet away. I had to duck behind one of the girls to get to the
table. She leaned on her cue and gave me a look of disgust that made me wish I'd at least
taken the time to shower while I'd been home.
"Hey," I said, sliding into the booth.
Mike choked and spit a mouthful back into his glass.
"What's the matter?" I asked.
"Dude," Mike said to Travis. "What's going on? Am I hallucinating?"
"Guys, it's me," I said. "What's wrong?"
Neither of them moved. Mike didn't evenput down his glass.
"Oh. You thought I was dead, didn't you? It was a mistake. I'm not."
"Yes, you are,"Mikeprotested, setting hisbeerbackon the table carefully. "I saw
you die. It took an hour to get you out andyouwerenearly frozen solid, not tomention
drowned. They had a date for your_/w«e/-a/. That's prettydead."
"Well, I don't feel great. But I'm sure as hell not dead."
Mike pressed his thin lips together. His moustache quivered.
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"Really?" he asked.
"I've read stories about this kind of stuff," Travis offered, rubbing his short hair
nervously. "People used to get buried alive and shit like that." Travis was one of those guys
who was always telling you about somethinghe'd read. He was bitter because he had a
masters degree in English and he worked at Cub Foods. He didn't have anything to say
about real life most of the time.
"Did you go to a doctor?" Mike asked. "What did they say?"
"I went to the hospital, but they didn't believe me. I mean, it is pretty weird."
"Have you been home?" Travis asked me. "What's with the suit?"
"I went home, but Jenny freaked out on me. She thinks I'm a ghost or something. I
thought I'd give her a few hours to calm down."
Mike shook his head. "Stewey, you know how I've always said your girlfriendwas a
psychotic bitch?"
I sighed. "Yeah?" I was tired ofMike always complaining about Jenny.
"Well, she nearly clawed my eyes out that night after you fell through the ice. And I
was scared. You've got to tell her it's not my fault. I'm afiraid for my life here. She's not a
small girl. What does she weigh? One-ninety?"
Travis snickered.
"Shut up," I told him. "At least I have a girlfriend."
"I'm sorry," Mike said. "It's just that I was upset too. Man, I thought that was it.
And it kind ofwas my fault, telling you to go out there. But I didn't think.. .1mean, we'd
been drinking, we were acting stupid..." Mike rubbed his eyes with the back of his hand. I
could almost swear that he was crying.
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"It's ail right," I said. "I'm fine." I putmyhand onhis shoulder and squeezed it
lightly. He looked at me and then at my hand.
"Uh, Stewey?"
"What?"
He brushed his fmgers over the back ofmy hand.
"Your hand is cold."
"Well, it's kind of cold out. I walked here."
'TSfo," Mike said. "Your hand is really cold." He edged away from me.
Travis leaned across the table and grabbed my arm.
"Whoa," he said. "You're right. Hold on." His fingers probed the tendons inmy
wrist. Then he let go.
"You don't even have apulse,he said. "Dude, this is just flicked up."
"I'm not dead!" I said. "I've been here talking to you guys for ten minutes."
Travis and Mike both got up.
"Look," Travis said, turning to Mike. "I don't know what's going on, but I've gotta
get out of here. Maybe it's that stuffwe smoked after work today?"
"Maybe." Mike was pulling on his jacket. They both got up at the same time.
"Guys! What the hell?"
"I'm sorry, Stewey," Mike said. "I'm really sorry."
After they left I noticed the girls at the pool table staring at me. I nodded to themand
they turned around in a hurry, whisperingto eachother.
I left the bar feeling pretty low. It was well below zero, but it didn't bother me. I
crossed the tracks and zigzagged down the darksidestreets. Clouds zippedacross the ftill
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moon like a time-lapse movie. All the houses around ours were dark, but I could see lights
on in our living room. When I tried the door, it was locked. I banged on it, but Jenny didn't
come. I looked under the flowerpot, but the extra key was not there. I banged on the door
again. I could hear the television and I peered through a small opening in the curtains. She
was watching the Simpsons.
"Jenny! Let me in! We have to talk."
Jenny didn't move.
"Come on!"
"Go away," she shouted, never looking away from the TV screen. "You are making
this so much harder for me."
"Just let me in. Please. I love you."
"Ifyou really loved me, you'd go away."
The overnight desk clerk at the Ames Motor Lodge looked almost as I bad as I did.
His eyes were red and his skin looked dry and gray. When I walked into the office he was
staring straight ahead, mouth hanging slightly open. I stood in front of him for a full minute
before he even acknowledged that I was there.
"Just a single room?" he asked hollowly.
"Yeah." I wondered if everyone they hired at this motel had a drug problem or if it
was just the night shift.
He took my credit card and'mechanically told me to have a nice night.
My room was much smaller than I had thought it would be.
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Jenny and I had been living together for three years. Our life together had been ftill
of laundry and debt and her endless complaints about her telemarketing job, but it had been
three good years all the same. At night we used to lie with our faces pressed together, her
legs thrown over me. Her legs were not thin, they were round and the weight of them there
had always been comforting.
Alone in the hard motel bed, I conjured every mental picture of Jenny that I had: her
in her coat; her driving the Trans Am in her black plastic sunglasses, the ones that made her
look like an old time movie star; her naked, on her knees. I stared at the ceiling and fell into
a dreamless, sleep-like trance.
The morning was brighter. In the hugemirror behind the television I looked pale,
skinnyand unfamiliar. There were dark circles aroundmy eyes andmy lipswere nearly
colorless. My thin, brown hair was flattened tomy head where I'd slept on it. I showered in
the cleanwhite motel bathroom. When thewater hit my skin it gave off a chemical smell. I
got dressed, checked out of the hotel andwalked downto Target. Withmy credit cardI
bought some shaving cream, a razor, a tube of toothpaste and a toothbrush, as well as some
T-shirts and underwear.
In the store's bathroom I put on a new pair of underwear and a T-shirt. I shaved and
brushedmy teeth. I wished I'd thought to lookat coats, but when I struck out across the
parking lot, the pockets ofmy suit jacket bulging with personal hygiene supplies, I realized I
didn't feel cold. The wind blew and I felt nothing.
Itwasnowalmost noon, Saturday. I always worked from 12-8 on Saturdays. I
would have to hurry to get there on time.
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Tom was on the floor, instructing a woman I had never seen before in how to clean
the rotisserie. His white shirt was clean and ironed. A lump of ground beefwas stuck to the
shiny toe ofhis black safety shoe. He was so caught up in explaining the intricacies of
proper chicken rotation that he didn't even see me.
"Tom! Where's my timecard? It's not in the rack."
The noise Tom made upon turning around and seeing me was sort of a cross between
a grunt and the squeak of a machine badly in need of oil. The woman he was training,
however, looked perfectly relaxed. Her little paper hat sat jauntily on her head.
"Theresa," I read off the side of it. "Nice to meet you. I'm Stewey." I extended my
hand. She reached out to take it, but Tom leapt between us.
"Don't - don't touch him!" To me, he said, "I don't know what is going on, but you
need to leave."
"I'm working today, Tom. It's Saturday. It's gonnabe busy as hell."
"I hired Theresa to take your position," he said. "You can't be here. I need to protect
myemployees. Not to mention the customers. I don't know whatkind of darkmagic this is,
but we have no place for it at FarewayFoods."
I trudged home to thehouse onWalnut. I didn't think Jenny would be there.
However, not only was theTrans Am inthe driveway, my mom's Dodge Neon was parked
crookedly out on the street.
"Mom!" I yelled, standing on the doorstep. "Jenny!" I tried the door, but it was still
locked. Jenny and mymom came to the window.
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"See" I heard Jenny saytomymother. "Hejust keeps coming backhere. Tell him
that's not right. Tell him he needs to go."
"Stuart," my mother said through the glass. Shewas talking slowly,moving her lips
in an exaggerated fashion. "Stewey. Honey. You need to go."
I've had some lowmoments inmy lifetime. The day my father died, whenI
was fourteen. The day my dog Roscoegotrun over by the meter maid. The daymy first
girlfriend, Lucy, broke up with me. The day I found out I'd gotten a score of 120on the
LSATS, probably the lowest score in the state. As I walked across town, I tried to remember
how each of those things had felt. I tried to rememberwhat it was like when I carried
Roscoe's limp body into the front yard, why I cried. I tried to remember why I had taken a
pile of textbooks and lit them on fire in the backyard when I found out I'd never have a
chance ofgetting into law school, then yelled at Jenny for asking me why I'd wasted all those
perfectly good books. It was like looking at the life of an entirely different person. All there
was now was me, on the street without a coat, when the digital thermometer in front of the
First National bank read -13. I did not even shiver. This was how I knew they were not
wrong. I was dead.
I walked all over downtown, numb from this realization. In the end, I didn't know
what to do. I walkedback to the MotorLodge, figuring I'd get a room, at least for onemore
night. The sameclerk as beforewas standing stiffly behind the counter, his eyes fixed
somewhere on thewall behindme. There was no one else in the office and, despite a good
numberof cars out in the parking lot, theplacewas quiet.
"I need a room," I said.
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"How long have you been dead?" he asked me, in a low, flat voice.
"What?"
"How long? Do you remember?" His pale eyes were unblinking.
"Well, uh," I stammered. "Since Wednesday night, I guess."
"There's another place you can stay," he said. "Just so you know." He reached for a
notepad bearing the motor inn's logo and he scrawled a few lines of directions on it. "Take
Lincoln Way out to the west side," he said. "Then take a right on North Dakota and walk all
the way to the bottom of the hill. It's the last road before the cemetery. Look for an aqua
doublewide trailer, on the west side of the park. You want to talk to Barb."
"Thanks," I said, taking the piece of paper.
"Someone had to tell me where to go once too." '
I smiled at him. He did not smile back.
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Ames Zombie Chronicles: Part 2
In four months time I was starting to forget things, like what the house on Walnut
Ave. looked like or what my old girlfriend's namewas. Those were details from my old life,
the life of a living person.
In my new life, my unlife, I livedwith a girl namedDelia in a pink trailer in a mobile
homepark that people called "HamburgerHill." The trailer dated from the early 1960's and
it had been remodeled several times with fixtures ripped from other old trailers. There was a
little yard at the bottom of the portable metal steps and, even in May, all the grass was
brown.
Our neighbors on one side were young and they were not dead, though they were not
completely in the world of the living either, since they smoked more pot than anyone I had
ever met. They slept for most of the day, with heavy blankets over their windows. Some
nights cars would pull right up to their steps and they'd buy and sell right there in the yard.
Our neighbors on the other side were an older couple named Barb and Dave. They
had been dead much longer than us, but they were remarkably well-preserved. Dave had
found a way to keep one's body indefinitely fresh with a homemade sour mash that smelled
chemical. Every undead resident in the trailer park drank this concoction. A few nights a
week we'd all congregate outside Barb and Dave's door, settle into their broken-down lawn
chairs and pass the moonshine around in big plastic cups, comparing death stories. No one
had much else to talk about. We were obsessed with our deaths. They were the last real
things that had happened to any of us.
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My death storymadesomeof theolder folks nostalgic for the fun times they'd had
drinking and raising hell before they died. Onceyouwere dead, alcoholhad no effect on
you. Bob, from five lots down, chuckledeverytime I got to the part about dninkenly trying
to cross the frozen campus pond to kidnap one of the swans.
"Man," he would say, smiling and showing off a ragged mouth of missing teeth. "It's
the kind of thing I would have done at that age too. Those were the days."
My new girlfriend Delia was fromWisconsin and she'd been dead for three years
already. She had long dark hair and a pinched, thin face. Her arms and legs were stick-
skinny. Hidden under her hair was a shallow indentation in her skull, where the bone was
crushed and pushed inward.
I started living with Delia because everyone thought I should.
"It's perfect," Barb said. "You're just about the same age. You shouldn't have to
live alone. Besides, the only empty trailer we have right now is in awful condition. Bob's
working on repairing it now. He used to do construction, before he fell off a roof and broke
his neck."
Delia been only twenty when she died. She was driving back from visiting friends in
Des Moines, her boyfriend in the passenger seat. Just as they merged onto Rte. 35 they'd hit
a patch of ice and spun out into a bread truck. Theywere both killed instantly andhe didn't
comeback. None of the other folks thought that this storywas sad. EvenDelia herselfhad
nothing to say about the dead boyfriend.
"Do you think he was the luckyone?" I askedher one night in Barb andDave's yard.
"Do you think that being like us is worse than being gone for good?"
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Dave laughed at me.
"Listen to the kid " he said. "Getting all philosophical on us."
Most ofus dead folks worked the night shifts all over town. This worked out pretty
well, becausewe didn't need to sleep. Delia stocked at Hy-Vee. Dave stockedat Wal-Mart.
His wife. Barb, worked with me at the Kum and Go down the street, the one on the comer of
Lincoln and South Dakota. She'd gotten me the job. We hadn't gone to see the regular
manager of the gas station. We'd gone to a shabby whitewashed trailer at the edge of the
trailer park, looking for a guy named Phil. Phil was long dead and rather fat. He asked me to
sign a blank sheet of paper and then he filed it in his desk drawer.
"Pay day's the first and third Friday of every month," he said.
"Doesn't he need my social security number or something?" I asked Barb as we
walked back to our side of the park.
She looked amused.
"Stewey, those are for living people. You don't have a social security number
anymore. We don't pay taxes. As far as they're concerned,we don't exist. That's why we
go see Phil. He's got connections."
"Connections with who?" Phil didn't look like he'd have connections with anyone.
Heprobablyworked out of his trailer becausehe was too flabby and poorly preserved to get
away with leaving the trailer park.
"I don't know. Does it matter?" Barb sounded vaguely exasperated. '*None of this
matters, Stewey."
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Phil was as good as his word. On the first and third Fridays of the month all ofus
would line up outside his trailer and he'd hand out wads of cash. I made a hundred dollars
every two weeks. Td never been particularly good at math, but I knew this figured out to a
little more than a dollar an hour. Still, it seemed like a lot ofmoney because we needed so
little. The lot rent on the trailer was cheap. We used just enough electricity to keep a few
lights on and, in the summer we'd need the air conditioner running on 75 degrees - Dave
cautioned me that if you didn't keep yourself cool, you'd need more than his moonshine to
preserve your body over the years (there were some people walking around the park who'd
been careless, like Bob, who was missing most of his teeth and had the saggy skin of an
eighty-year-old man, even though he'd been forty-threewhen he died). Our only other
household expense was the cable bill. We didn't have a phone or a car. Our debts had been
erasedwhenwe died. I would never have to makea college loan payment again. Andwe
didn't reallyhave to eat. I suppose this was convenient, in thatwe had no grocery bill and
veryseldom had to use the bathroom, butwemissed food. Some mornings I would bring
things home from work: frosted donuts, a six-pack ofbeer, beefjerky. However, eating and
drinking these things made us sad, because they never filled us up the way they'd fill a living
person up.
I d only been working at Kum and Go for afew weeks when I experienced my first
hold-up. Itwas slow, as usual, that night, though there'd been abig group ofpeople buying
beer and Blue Bunny ice cream around midnight. I slid two twenty dollar bills into the drop
safe, stocked the cigarettes and read yesterday's newspaper. Nothing that happened in the
world hadmuchmeaning to me anymore, but I noticed the obituaries. Sometimes I felt
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jealous of those people, with their nice funerals, their grieving families, the real endings that
they got. Today the recently dead (and probably destined to stay dead) were all old:
grandparents with hobbies like Icnitting and container gardening and chamber music.
I'd put the paper down and was absentmindedly dusting the need-a-penny/give-a-
penny dish with my finger when the door chimed. It was the first customer in an hour and I
looked up, curious. Would it be a couple of stoned college students? That guy who buys
beer every six hours? Someone rumpled and exhausted from driving all night, desperate to
use the bathroom and fill the tank one more time before they got home?
The man who came through the door did not appear interested in purchasing beer or
using the bathroom. My first impulse was to wonderwhy he was wearing a red ski mask, in
May, when it was nearly sixty degrees out. This amused me, even as I realized, yes, I work
in a convenience store, and, yes, this man is going to hold me up, infact, he has a gun, there
in his hand, loose by his side.
The gun was small. The man was wearing a hooded sweatshirt and baggypants so
big that, rather than walking, he shuffled. He held the gun up slowly. His bare handswere
pink and pudgy. I wondered what he looked like under the mask.
"Open the register," he said.
"There's only forty bucks in here," I said, counting the fives and ones.
"Open the fucking safe, then."
"I can't. It's a drop safe. I don't have the combination."
He cocked the gun.
"Jesus," I said. "You should know better than to rob a convenience store. There's
never any money in the register." I could imaginehow frightening this situation could be for
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a livingperson, but, after the first time, facing deathmeant nothing to me. Therewere
advantages of not having a life to value.
He pointed behind me to the stacks of cigarette boxes.
"Put 'em in a paper sack,"he said. "With themoney." I didwhat he said, throwing
the forty dollars in first and taking my timewith theboxes,carefully selecting oneof each
brand. He tappedhis foot impatiently, the gunwavering in mid-air.
"Could you get that gun out of my face?" I asked him.
"Well, hurry the fuck up, asshole."
He seemed to be weighing his options. I imagined him thinking that this was a stupid
botched robbery now, not worth anyone's life. Why get blood on your hands for a few boxes
of cigarettes? What were the chances he'd go to jail for this?
"Look," I said, shoving the half-filled bag across the counter. "You're in here
stealing fucking cigarettes. Is this really worth it? I could call the cops on you five seconds
after you're out the door. What are the chances you'd get away?"
He raised the gun, shakily, and fired two bullets into my chest, one on either side of
wheremy heart would be. I staggered backwards and gasped, more in surprise than pain. In
fact, I didn't feel any pain. I felt a warm, prickling sensation in my chest. And then nothing.
The robber was still facing me, staring at me through the eyeholes of the ski mask. He was
backing towards the door, clutching the paper bag and the gun, as if he wasn't sure whether
to run offwith his forty dollars and six cartons of cigarettes or to try and finish me off. I
scrambled over the counter, knocking a few more cartons of cigarettes on the floor in the
process. The robber shakily raised his gun, but I brushed right past him.
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"Look, give me the bag back," I said, blocking the door with outstretched arms. "If
I'm short forty bucks, I'll get in trouble."
I yanked the bag from his arms. The robber rubbed his eyes, then pulled offthe ski
mask. Underneath hishairand face were dripping sweat. His skin was redand blotchy. He
couldn't have been older than twenty-one or twenty-two.
"I got you," hegasped. "I got you twice." He pointed a quivering finger atmy chest.
I looked down andI saw twocleanholes inmypolo shirt, as if I was nothing but a
paper target hung outin a shooting range. How would I explain those holes to thestore
manager? Maybe I'd just tell him the shirt burned up in the dryer or something and he'd
have to give me a new one. I'd have to leave him a note. I never actually saw him inperson.
"Let me out ofhere," the robber said. "This is fuckedup. areyou?" He looked
like hemight be about to cry. I could not remember what it felt like tocry. I stepped out of
thewayandhe ran, stumbling, across the parking lot. I peeked myheadoutside towatch
him. He darted around one of the gas tanks and tookoff across LincolnWay. His figure was
illuminated momentarily in the headlights of an oncoming pick-up truck and then, in one
split second, the grill of the truck collidedwithhis body and he was thrownover the shoulder
of the road. The truck's tires screeched as it swung out into the other lane and smashed
sideways into the base of a stoplight.
I wasn't supposed to leave the store, under any circumstances. Even the bags of trash
got piled by the back door, to be taken out at seven when the moming shift people arrived. I
imagined that some of the other clerks might step out onto the sidewalk to smoke cigarettes
during their shift, but I sure didn't. So after watching the scene in the street for a moment, I
retreated back behind the double glass doors.
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Two squad cars arrived and blocked offhalfthe road. Awailing ambulance pulled up
a fewmoments later. The truck's driverhad gottenout andwas gesturingdramatically to
one of theofficers, pushing onehand through the air and smacking it against his other palm,
as if demonstrating theway inwhichhis vehicle had comeinto contactwith the robber's
body. I was leaning against the door handle, just watching the people and the red, white and
blue flashing lights, when anold blackDodge came careening into theKum and Go parking
lot. It missed oneof thegas tanks by about a foot and came to an abrupt halt at thevery edge
ofthelot. The person inside leaped out, carrying some kind ofrake or other long gardening
tool. He raced across the road, flitting between thetwocop cars anddisappearing over the
shoulder, where the robber's body was still lying.
In another ten minutes I saw two EMTs loading a stretcher into the ambulance. They
were obviouslyin no hurry. A few cars passing by sloweddown to look and the police
waved them on. Then I saw the driver of the black car, walking back towards the store.
Neither the EMTs nor the police took any notice of him, even though he walked right past
them. He yvas all dressed in black, which made him kind of hard to see. The hood on his
long coat was up, hiding everything but a narrow strip of eyes, nose and mouth. His skin was
very pale in the light from the parking lot. He stopped at his car and tossed the rake into the
backseat, than came towards the store.
I was back behind the counter, straightening the cigarettes when he opened the door.
He went to the cooler and grabbed a small carton of skim milk.
"Just this," he said curtly, placing it on the coimter. I realized that what he was
wearing wasn't a coat at all, but some kind of long, hooded cloak.
"Eighty-nine cents."
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"Youhave some holes inyour shirt," he said, pulling adollar bill from somewhere
inside his cloak.
"Oh, yeah." I looked down. "I - "
"No need to explain," he said. "Accidents happen."
I gave him his change.
"Serves theguy right," Delia said. "What a dumb-ass. Who would hold upaKum
andGo at oneAM?" She stood next to the bed and peeled offher work clothes. Therewas
white powder allover the knees ofherblack pants. "Flour," she explained. "I did the baking
aisle tonight." Shestoodthere inherunderwear andpulled backher hair, which was long,
butlimp and dull-colored. It was not soeasy to find hair-care products formulated for the
undead.
"People hold up convenience stores all the time, I guess."
"Not in Ames, Iowa," Delia said.
"Well, I suppose it's better he's dead. At least he won't say anythingto anyone. He
seemedpretty freaked out when he realizedhe hadn't hurtme. Actually, I'm kind of
surprised the policedidn't comein and askmeanyquestions. Theyjust drove away afteran
hour or so." I wondered if I should tell Delia about the guy in black, but I decided not to. It
seemed irrelevant now.
"Stewey." Delia lay down on the unmade bed. "Nobody cares. Do you think it's just
a coincidence that no one bothers us up here in the trailer park? Livingpeople don't want
anything to do with us. They barely even see us. No one would have believed the guy
anyway."
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I took offthe polo shirt with the bullet holes. Ihadn't thought about what might be
underneath. Itwas strange when I saw two small bloodless holes in my chest where the
bullets had entered my body. They were not even large enough to poke thetip ofmy finger
into. Right around theedges the skin was blackened and bumed-looking.
"They're inside me," I said with awe. "Are they just going to stay in there?"
Delia pokedmy chest, studying themarks.
"I guess so." She kissed myneck. Itwas a dry, quick kiss.
Sex has none ofthesame appeal when you're dead. Itjust seems like awaste of time.
I could never remember what was so great about sex when I was living. Thememories I had
were vague. One night atwork I'd gotten so bored as to slit open the plastic wrapper ona
Playboy magazine and what I found myself drooling over was not the bare breasts ofthe
models inside, but the aliveness of them, theflesh thatwas obviously warm andfilled with
well-oxygenated blood, rather thanDave's formaldehyde moonshine.
SowhatDelia and I did, out of a long, undying habit onboth ourparts, was lie onthe
bed in our underwear, not sleeping,but resting, our arms around each other's cold bodies. It
was the closest thing to the comfort we used to know in another person's body, when we
were living.
Us dead folks in the trailer park never got much mail, other than the occasional Wal-
Mart mailer or package of coupons addressed to "Cunent Resident." The drug dealers
sometimes got letters from their moms or catalogs filled with electronic equipment they'd be
able to afford if only they stopped smoking up all the profits, but Delia and I and the rest of
us never saw our names printed on an address label. Still, I checked the mailbox every night.
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The walk to thecenterof thepark took me down abumpy gravel driveway, lined with
dilapidated trailers in a variety ofsizes and colors. I rarely saw anyone outside. And when I
did, we neverspoke. Wewouldwave or nodhello andTd keep walking.
So, twonights after theholdup, when I heard someone calling myname from across
the driveway, I thought that I might beimagining things. I stopped and peered into the yard
that the voice seemed to be coming from. In the shadows, in the far comer,I couldjust make
out the shape of a man, leaning over likehe was practicing his golf swing.
"Didyoujust saymyname?" I asked. He took one mighty swing with what I'd
thought was a golf club anda shower of grass bitsfell on the lush lawn. Thenhe shouldered
the club and came forward.
"I did," he said. In the light from the nearby trailers I saw that what he was holding
was not a golf club, but an old fashioned scythe. He was my height, thin and dark-haired and
dressed all in dark clothing. His face was familiar.
"You can call me Ed," he said. "I believe we met the other night. In the Kum and
Go?" He was pale, but I couldn't tell ifhe was livingor not, even as he stepped closer tome.
"I didn't know you lived here," I said.
"I've lived here for a long time," he said.
I squinted and behind him, along the edges of the little yard, I could make out a tiny
pond, with a gurgling waterfall, and a border of plants and lawn ornaments.
"Isn't it a little dark to be out cutting the grass?" I decided not to say anything about
his instrument of choice for grass-cutting.
"This is my favorite time ofday," he said, absentmindedly spinning the handle. The
blade rotated with it, only inches from his head.
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"I like it too," I said. "I work at night."
"Seems like everyone heredoes." He looked at me pointedly. "Onyourwayto
check the mail? Want to walk with me?"
Heearned thescythe withhim. When we got to themailboxes we bothpulled out
glossy coupon booklets addressed to RESIDENT, but healso had a thick manila envelope
with a large official-looking seal where thereturn address would be. He noticed me looking
at it.
"For work," he said. "What a waste of paper."
"What do you do?"
Ed cleared his throat.
"Government stuff. Lots ofbureaucracy."
Back at his trailer he invited me to sit down on the steps. I did, looking around the
yard. It was no larger thananyone else's, but every square inch ofit was landscaped and
planted and decorated with small statues, fountains and even apond, which looked black and
bottomless in the falling darkness. Vines withwhite flowers twined up themetal railings. A
fountain ran nearby, a round stonebasin with a gargoyle vomiting a continuous arcofwater.
Edpropped his scythe against the sideof the trailer anddisappeared inside. In a moment he
was back, holding two slices of lemon-poppy seedbread, withwhite lemon icing, in two
paper towels. He offered me one.
"Fm not really hungry," I protested.
"Neither am I," he said, taking a small bite of his bread. I did the same. It tasted
better than anything Fd eaten sincemy death. The lemon icing was smooth. The breadwas
moist and sweet.
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"I know what happened at theKum and Go theother night," Ed told me.
I nearly choked.
"What?"
"Don't worry, that guy won't be telling anyone about what happened. And he won't
beshooting any convenience store employees anytime soon, either." Ed chuckled. "Fm
surprised his number wasn't up sooner. Some people never learn to look both ways before
crossing the street."
"How do you know what happened?"
"Doesn't take a genius. That kid had asemi-automatic onhim, a .22. So, when I saw
thoseholes in your shirt, I figured it was no coincidence."
"Who are you?" I asked.
"We've been neighbors for almost four months now, Stuart," he said.
"Yeah, you said that." I lowered my voice. "But I haven't really seen you around,
you know... I don't understand.. .are you deadV
Ed laughed.
"Not even close." He stood up, waving theenvelope he'd gotten in themail. "I've
got some business to take care of You have a good night. Here." Hehanded me aziplock
bag. Inside was another large chunk ofthe lemon poppy seed bread. "Just for you," he said.
"Not to share. You understand? In fact, don't show it to anyone either. Put it somewhere
safe."
Deliawas on the couch, watching the evening news indifferently. I did not show her
the bread. I stashed it in one of our otherwise empty kitchen cupboards.
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"Want some coupons?" I asked her, holding up the envelope that had come in the
mail.
"Why would I want those?"
"Just asking." I dropped them into thetrash and satdown beside her. Onthe
television screen an upside-down Greyhound bus lay flaming at the bottom ofamuddy gulch
somewhere. The words "43 dead in SouthernCalifornia" flashed at the top of the screen.
Delia sighed and looked at me.
"What took you so long at the mailbox?"
"I met this weird guy. The one with all the stuff inhisyard, a few lots down from the
mailboxes? I sawhim the other night when Iwasat work andit turns outhe lives here."
"I don't know who you're talkingabout,"Deliasaid. "Is he dead?"
"I don't think so. He's just weird. He toldmehe worked for the government."
"I wonder what he's doing here," Delia said, but she didn't look curious. It was
something I'd noticed about her andmost of theother dead people. Nothing fazed them.
And over the past fourmonths, sincemydeath, I could feel that indifference creeping up on
me. It seemed that the longer you'd been dead, theworse it got. I thought of the bread Ed
hadgiven me, sitting there in the cupboard, and it seemed as though therewas nothing
unusual about it or the fact he'd toldme to keep it secret. I thought of the bullets inmy chest
andthe entryholes, two days old andalready a permanent part ofme. AndtherewasDelia,
her feetup on the edgeof our sagging brown couch, herblackjeans loose around her stick
like thighs. I'd known her for less than fourmonths and already I seemed to know
everything about her, every inch ofher cold, bony body.
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Delia and I bothwent to workat 11. I got off aftershe did andI always walked
home. It was nota longwalk. Sometimes I ran into people outjogging or walking their
dogs. The dogs always strained their leashes to get asfar as possible from me. Their owners
didn't seem to notice at all.
Themoming afterI'd run into Ed, I noticed a strange sensation while walking home.
My stomach - the area justabove my belt, but under the bullet holes—hurt. It was afamiliar
feeling, butnot one I'd had recently. One ofthe nice things about being dead was that
nothing ever hurt.
I walked upthegravel hill tothetrailer park nervously clutching my stomach. Ithad
started tomake strange grumbling sounds, as though itwas angry. What was wrong with
me? "I'm dying," I thought, instinctively. And then I laughed.
Deliawas already in bed, still in herwork clothes. I couldsee her small, bony feet
hanging off the edge of the bed in their graying socks.
"Stewey? Is that you?"
"It's me," I managed to call out, gripping the doorknobtightly to keep from falling on
the floor. The pain in my stomach was only intensifying and my head felt light and floaty.
"I'll be there in a second," I said. All I could think ofwas the bread. The bread had done
this to me.
I opened the cupboard and there it was, sitting innocently in its ziplock bag. The
white icing was smeared on the inside of the plastic. Looking at it caused another strange
sensation -1 felt a tiny ache in the comers ofmy jaw and my mouth was suddenly wet inside.
I swallowed the wetness and it happened again. Iwanted to eat the bread. It looked like the
most delicious thing in the world. Peering around the comer to make sure Delia was still
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lying in bed, I opened the bag and shoved half the bread into my mouth, barely taking the
time to chew. It tasted incredible. It was sweet and lemonyandmy stomachfelt better even
beforeI was done swallowing. The feeling of eating when I was actually hungry was so
wonderful and unexpected it brought tears to my eyes.
"Stewey, what are you doing?"
"Nothing!" I said hastily, wiping my mouth on my sleeve. I thought about rinsing my
mouth out, incase the smell ofthe lemon poppy seed bread gave me away, but then I realized
Delia wouldn'tbe ableto smell it anyway. Dead people just can't smell things like that. It
would take a whole warehouse of the stuff to tip her off.
"How was work?" Delia asked me when I lay down beside her.
"Fine." I settled against her, one hand onthe sharp point ofherhip. Neither ofus
said anything else. What was so important that we had tosay it? We were good atthat, lying
quietly together for the long hours ofthe morning and afternoon. For all we knew, we had an
eternitytogether and therewas only so much to talk about.
Wenever really slept. Sleep was for the living. We laid down andshutoureyes and
oftenwe lost track of time for a little while, but it was not really sleep. It goes without
saying that none ofus ever dreamed. I remembered what dreams were, butI could not
remember the sorts of things Td dreamed about when I alive. Itwas likethatwith everything
-1 remembered that foryears I'd lived in anoldhouse somewhere inAmes thatwas cold in
the winter and hot in the summer, but I could not rememberwhere this house was or what it
really felt liketo behot or cold. I remembered that there'dbeensomeone else there, a girl I
hadbeenwith for a long time, but her name was always just out of reach. I longed formy
old life, but in a vague, absentminded way.
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That morning I lay and waited for the dayhght hours to pass. I shut my eyes and I felt
something new. Instead offeeling as though my thoughts were slowly drifting away and my
mind was growing blank and slow, I sensed aweighty, haziness coming over me. I didn't
want tomove or open myeyes, butmymind was not empty. Colors swirled behind my
eyelids. I found myself transported to an unfamiliar place. I was standing behind a counter,
looking out ona store that was much bigger than Kum and Go. Aisles of tall shelves
stretched out in front of me. The floor tilewas not clean and bright like the tile inKum and
Go - itwas yellowed andworn from constant traffic. The overhead fluorescent lights
flickered. Thestorewas crowded withpeople and shopping carts. I waswaiting on these
people. They would point into the case below the counter and tell me what they wanted and I
wouldremove the rawmeat from the case andweigh it, thenwrap it in paper for them. I
knew exactly what to do. I waited onwhat seemed like hundreds ofpeople. I could hear
their requests clearly - halfa pound oflean hamburger, enough chicken breast for six people,
the saleT-bone on the left. Therewas a familiar rhythm to it - reach, grab,slam it on the
scale, wrap, sticker, slamit on thecounter, say"Thank you, haveaniceday," and then on to
thenextpersonin line. I believed I was really in this place, waiting on these people, but
realitybegan to seep in eventually. I realizedI was lyingon the bed, in the bedroomwith
bare white walls, and that the air was stale and dry. Delia was next to me still, lying quietly
on her back, eyes closed. I looked at the alarmclock on the otherwise empty bedside table.
It was nearly four in the afternoon. I jumped up.
"What are you doing?" Delia asked me, not bothering to open her eyes.
"I've gotta go do something," I said. "I'll be right back."
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"It's that guy Ed," I thought as I hurried out ofthe trailer. "He's got something to do
with this. I know it. Everything's been different since! ran into him the other night." When
Igot to his trailer I knocked, taking aminute to look around the yard. The gargoyle in the
fountain was spewing clear water into amossy, dark basin. The fish in the tiny pond were
circling just under the water, as ifimpatient to be fed. The flowers twining up the railing
beside me were tightly closed.
"Yes?"Ed asked, opening the door slowly andsmiling.
"Uh, hi," I said, suddenly at a loss for words. He was wearing what looked like a
black silk smokingjacket over a pair of black pajamas.
"I'mworking," he said, by way ofexplanation. "It's been a slow morning."
"Oh."
"Ihave something for you. I made it this morning." He handed me an entire loaf of
the lemon poppy seed bread. It was wrapped in clear plastic and still slightly warm.
I opened my mouth to ask him the first ofabout thirty questions, but he very
deliberately began to shut the door.
"I've got to getbacktowork. Have a good day, Stuart."
"Ed! Tellmewhat's going on!" I pounded onthedoor. Hedid notanswer. "Please!
You have to tellmewhat's going on! I know something's up! Can't you just talk tomefor
five minutes?" He ignored me'.
I nibbled on thebreadall throughmyshift thatnight. I'd finished about halfof it and
I was still feeling thepainful, empty feeling in the pitofmy stomach, so I moved on to other
food. I ate a bag ofpretzels, then a pack ofmini frosted donuts and some beefjerky.
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Looking atthe beefjerky reminded me ofmy dream. I had a nagging feeling that itwas a
clue to my past life. I must have worked with meat somewhere. I knew there were four or
five grocery stores in Ames, but I couldn't remember which one I must have worked at.
"Is there a counter where they cutmeat atHy-Vee?" I asked Delia once we'dboth
gotten home.
Sheshook herhead. "Theyput it in packages for the cold case. Why?"
"Just curious." I rolled over ontomy side, facing awayfrom her
"Areyou all right, Stewey? You lookdifferent somehow."
"I feel fine," I said.
"You didn't getshotagain, did you?" Her cold hand found the spot in my chest
where the holes were.
"No. Work was pretty boring last night."
"Stuart!" She jerked her hand away.
"What?"
"I thought I felt something move.. .in there." She cautiously slid herhand back, flat
overwhere my heartwould be. "Maybenot. MaybeI'm just imagining things."
Welay together in silence as themorning crept on. I thought I could feel something
too, now that she'd mentioned it. It felt likemy heartwas beating, very slowly. I watched
the clock. About once a minute there was a sluggish thump in my chest, followed by a
strangerushing sound, as if blood was actually moving throughmy veins. It was so faint that
I wondered if it was just some sort of hallucination.
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The dreamcameon almostimmediately. I was standing on a street linedwith two-
story houses and several large brick apartment buildings, looking at an old white house with
a black Trans Amparked in the driveway. Thelawn was almost completely covered in
snow, but somedead-looking clumps of grass still poked through. I shivered as I made my
way up the driveway.
Insidethe house it waswarm andmessy. A pileof shoes andmuddy boots sat beside
thedoor. I addedmywet sneakers to the pilebefore walking into thekitchen. Therewas a
girl there, sitting at the table with the newspaper spread out before her. Her hair was held up
in amessy knotwithtwo small pointy sticks. She was round-faced and pale, withdark eye
make-up and red lips. I knew she was waiting for me.
"I knew you'd be back soon," she said. "Stewey, I'm sorry."
"I almost forgot about you " I said. "I can't beheve I almost forgot about you."
I took offmy coat and stood behindher, thenwrappedmy arms around her body.
Shewas the exact opposite ofDelia - softandwarm. Just leaning against her likethat, I had
awhole flood of memories- lying togetherlike I laywithDelia, only different. This girl's
breasts were too big to enclosewith myhands. Her stomach was soft and forgiving andher
hands were warm on my skin.
When I woke up, I felt a strange sensation inmy chest, as though some small creature
was knocking against my ribs and trying to get out.
"Jenny!" I heard myself say out loud, then gasped for breath. My chest throbbed.
"What?" Delia asked. "Stewey?"
I didn't turn around to look at her and I didn't say anything, because there was a
fierce pressure building inside me. I was no longer in the dream, but the reality of it kept
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expanding—everything that I had been made to leave behind when I died. Jenny and Mike
and my job at Fareway and the house onWalnut Street. My mother and Seymour that cat
and everything I'd ever owned. Ithad all been taken from me and yet, here I was, only miles
away, working at Kum and Go and living in the zombie trailer park, acting like itwas all
quite normal. Today was pay day and I'd be getting two weeks worth ofpay, ahundred
dollars for eighty hours work. Even at Fareway I'dmade eight dollars an hour. I would be
here forever, working at a convenience store, with no hope ofanything happening, ever. IfI
was lucky, I'd get shot at again.
"Why arewehere?" I asked Delia. "Why do westay here?"
"Stewey, we don't have anywhereelse to go."
f
"There's a whole world out there!"
"A living world," she said. "Wecan't be a partofthatworld."
"Why the hell not?"
"What made you come here?" she asked me gently. "You're justlike the rest ofus.
Once you were dead, no one would talk to you. You wouldn't have been able to get ajob
without Phil's help. Where else would you go?"
"What's thepoint ofworking if I'm making a freaking dollar anhour?"
"I don't understand," Delia said. "This is just how death is."
"No," I said. "Death iswhen you die and you don'tcome back. You get buried and
people cry and gather atyour grave and you don't come back. They don't have to tell you to
get lost. They don't freak out and tell you that you're scaring them and that they can't talk to
you. Youleavethisworld once andyouare done. This is not death."
I saw Delia's face close and grow expressionless.
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I stomped all the way down the gravel driveway to Ed's trailer. I pounded on the
door and instead ofjust opening it a crack this time, he let me in.
"Sit down," he said. "Let me get you something to eat."
I looked around the main room of the trailer. There was a large wooden desk against
one wall. Amap- ofStory county was pinned tothewall above it. Papers were piled all over
the desk and on the floor beside it. A fat black cat was curled up on one of the shorterstacks,
watching mewithsuspicious blue eyes. I sat slowly in the armchair closest to thedoor.
There weretwootherchairs, closer to thelarge television set. The scythe I'd seen Edwith
the first day was propped up against one of them.
"Here," he said,handing me a glass of milkand a large chunk of lemon poppyseed
bread on a flowered china plate. He satdown the arm ofthenearest chair, absentmindedly
twhling the scythe in his hand.
"The bread of life," he said, pointing to the plate. "Produces the symptoms of life.
Butyouhave to eat it every day." He sighed. "It can also sustain life in analready living
person who,by allmeans, shouldbe dead. I've beeneatingthe stufffor the past 93 years.
You can bet I'm tired of it."
"I don't understand," I said, nibbling on the bread.
"I have to eat it, on account ofmy job. Things would be amess if I didn't showup to
work. But I guess things are a mess anyway." He looked at his scythe for a moment,
thoughtful.
"What's going on?" I asked him. "What are you doing to me?"
"I'm giving you your life back, Stuart."
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"Why?"
"Because I needyourhelp." Edputthescythe aside andleaned forward. "In case
you haven't noticed, Stewey, this isnot the natural order of things. I've got an entire county
to takecare of andwhenpeople I takeout come back, itdoesn't reflect well onme. My
associates are starting to get impatient." Hecleared his throat dramatically.
"Who are you?" I asked him.
"You know who I am."
"Some kind ofmafia guy with supernatural powers?"
"It's a little bit like the mafia," Ed said. "But a lot bigger. Come on. Don't you get
it?"
I looked from Ed to the scythe, then back at his pale face.
I
"The Grim Reaper? In Iowa? What are you doing inlowaT'
Ed sighed. "Well, I'm oneofmany reapers. It's not Hke oneguycould handle the
entire world. There's peopledying all the time. No onecanbe inhundreds ofplaces at once.
They have to break it downso it's manageable. I work in District 16UIQ, whichhappens to
be the entirety of Story County."
I just stared.
"It's a lot ofwork," he said defensively. "Lots of paperwork, lots of driving around,
weird hours. The guy down inPolk county gets an assistant, but did theyever offerme one?
No." He shook his head in exasperation. "Anyway, that's whereyou come in. I've got a lot
of shit to dealwith right now. I reallyneed to get to the bottom of this, find out who orwhat
keeps raising the dead behindmy back. And, as you can imagine, I'm not the best people
person. I'm usually invisible to the living, unless they're within a minuteor two of dying. I
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can make people see me, butthey tend to freak out and clam up when they see me. So, I
need you to do a little investigation, talk to some folks for me. In exchange, I'll give you
enough breadto last until.. .well,until you're rescheduled to die."
"When's that?" I asked him.
"I'm not sure. That's classified information. I onlyget my assignments on a daily
basis, honestly." Ed leaned back inhis chair and crossed his ankle over his knee. "So," he
said. "Do we have a deal?"
"Well," I thought. "It probably beats working at Kum and Go."
"Sure," I said out loud.
"Great. Give me a little while to work out the details and get some work done. I've
got a big car accidenttonight. Whydon't we talkthe day aftertomorrow?"
The thing about gas stations is thatpeople quitall the time. It's the kindof job most
living people think nothing ofsimply walking out on. Before I died, I'd never considered
quitting a job without giving at least a few daysnotice, but now I had nothing to lose. I
thought aboutcallingmymanager, but I didn't have a phone. I wasn't evensurewhat the
manager looked like. Sometimeshe left notes on a clipboard by the register, but his
handwriting was terribleand it was hard tomake outhis nameor evenwhathe was trying to
communicate. And what would I tell the guy anjway? "Kum and Go just isn't doing it for
me anymore. I'm working for Death now!"
It turned out they didn't need me anyway. They had a new guy who would be ready
to start immediately, one who'd killed himself by leavhig his car running in the garage. He'd
been in his forties when he died and when I saw him walking down the driveway with Barb
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that afternoon, I noticed the same dazed, blank expression I'd had onmy own face for the
past few months. I had to feel especially bad for him, on account ofhim going through all
that trouble to leave this world forever and nowbeing stuck like this. Lookingback at the
handful of times in my own life when Td considered suicide, I knew that any amount ofpain
and sadness was betterthanan eternity ofundead existence asa convenience store clerk.
All thenext dayI was afraid to letDelia touch me, forfearshe'd notice thatI was
breathing or that my heart was beating or that my body was getting wanner. Itwasn't just
that. I looked alive, too. Notgood, butalive. When I looked in the mirror thecharacteristic
pale-faced, gray-lipped, dull-eyed zombie was gone. But I looked older, too. My hairline
hadreceded abouttwo inchessinceI'd died. My forehead seemed permanently wrinkled.
The gunshot wounds in my chest were healing into ugly scars. I imagined what Jenny would
sayif shesawme. I thought about it a lot. Themore I thought about Jenny, the more I
couldn't stand to be around Delia.
We sat on the couch in the trailer all afternoon and stared at the TV.
"Imet thatnewguythe other day," Delia said. "Thesuicide? He saidhe's working
at Kum and Go now. Have you worked with him?"
I hadn't told her that I'd decided to quit yet.
"No," I said. "He seems okay though. I bet you'd get along prettywell with him.
You'd make a good couple."
"What do you mean? He's forty years old."
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"He's not too old for you," I insisted. "In a fewyears, it won't evenmatter. In fact,
by the time you're a hundred andhe's a hundred and twenty, thewhole age difference thing
will seem ridiculous to you."
"I livewith you,"Delia said, sounding confused. It occurred to me that "breaking
up" was not in the relationshipvocabularyof the undead. Beinghappy with someonewas
irrelevant when you were numb to any kind of real feeling.
"Well, things change. I'm just saying."
Delia was as close to angry as I ever saw her. She gulped and looked at me
accusingly, then relocated herself to the far end of the couchandwent back to watching
TradingSpaces. I couldn't feel too bad for hurting her, because I knew she didn't love me.
She pretended to loveme, becauseloving peopleiswhat the livingdo andpretending to be
living is what the undead do. The living are afraid of being alone and so, out ofhabit, the
undead avoid being alone. I'd moved in with Delia three days after I met her. There was no
need to get to know her. She was just the same as any other dead girl.
In the evening we went over to Barb andDave's for some formaldehyde moonshine.
Delia and I sat side by side in two of their rickety lawn chairs. The new guy sat on the
bottom step, his eyes glazed over.
"Stewey," Barb said. "I heard you missedwork. Phil came to find me so I could
cover for you."
"Oh," I said. "I forgot, I guess."
"Sure." Barb smiled a tight-lipped smile. "Well, I'm training Jack here, anyway."
She gestured to the new guy. "Have you met him? He's the new suicide."
"Hi." I waved at him. He nodded miserably.
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The first time the moonshinecamearound, I took a big swig and nearly spit it back
outall over myself. I hadnever realized just how badthestufftasted. I spent therest of the
evening nervously fake-drinking from thebottle. No one noticed, butbackinthe trailer I
was as sick as I can ever remember being when I was alive.
"What's the matter?" Delia kept askingme. "What happened to you?" Shewas
standing in thebathroom doorway. Youwould think she'd never, even when shewas alive,
seen someone puking.
"You've been acting funny," she said. I spit into the toilet andwiped mymouth on
the back ofmy hand.
"What?" I asked her weakly, as I sat up and felt my stomach lurch again. "Do you
think I've made a deal with the devil or something?"
"I don't know, Stewey."
I moved in with Ed the next day. It was a temporary arrangement.
"We'll get you a car first," he said. "Then a place to live."
Ed was busy. When he wasn't out harvesting souls, he had a lot of paperwork to fill
out. He told me not worry about my job just yet, because I needed some time to recover.
This was probably true. I was tired all the time andwhen I slept I had long, vivid dreams. I
thought about Jenny and my old friends a lot.
In the meantime, his trailer was comfortable. I slept in the small back room and
sometimes Ed's big black cat. Fluffy, slept by my feet. We ate the bread of life three times a
day and other things as well. One night, while he was out harvesting souls at the hospital, I
made a pot roast.
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Note: These are thefirst two installments ofa three-part collection. In the thirdpart, Stewey
helps Edwith some detective work, including digging up a grave andvisiting thefuneral
home. Theyfind out that someof the employees thereare being bribed to bringnon-
disfigured bodies back to life as a largerplot to createa stableworking class. They discover
that themasterminds behindtheplot are a group ofpowerful and wealthy residents ofAmes,
most ofwhom work inpropertymanagement. Meanwhile, Stewey is reunited with Jenny and
attempts to win her back.
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The Popcorn Capital of the World
If you never make it out ofthis town, it's my dad who gets you intheend. He got
Mike and he could get me too.
He woke meup at three inthemoming to go get the body. Dan, his apprentice, was
onvacation, visiting hiswife's family in Omaha. So, itwas suddenly my job, astheonly son
left at home. He didn't tell me who it was until we were almost in Ida Grove.
"Hey, Jacob, didn't this guy go to school with one ofyou kids? You orChris?
Name's Michael Barker."
There was nothing I could do. I pretended to look out the window. Round bales
made shadows against the fields outthere and thecounty highway was, very dark. Maybe our
headlights werethe onlylights at all. I felt a strange numbness, likethe trances I used togo
into as I was nodding overmytextbooks, reading every line butunderstanding nothing.
Mike had killed himself. The medical examiner had been notified and he didn't care.
He didn't want a postmortem. Anyone couldseewhat hadhappened. Mikehad slit - or
rather, hacked- his wrists open with a hunting knife andbled to death in the downstairs
bathroomof his mother's house, while she lay sleeping with the TV on in the room above.
I should have said I wouldn't do it. "When we got back from the hospital morgue I
should have helped wheel the cot into the basement and nothing else. I should have gone
upstairs and back to bed. But I've gotten bad at sayingno to my dad. The way he sees it, if
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I'm not in school, if I'm livingat home without a real job formonths at a time, I should be
working for him.
The whole town had known I was back in Iowa in less than a week. My dad went
around tellingpeople I just hadn't likedBoston, that I'd be goingback to school soon,
somewhere closerto home, but everyone knew the truth: I'd hadmy chance to getout and
I'd failed. I was back for good. Everyone knew therewereno jobs for me here, but the fact
thatI was helping my stepmother withhercatering business wasbecoming ajokearound
town. Ournext-door neighbor, GregWright, elbowed me in the post office line one morning
andaskedme if I plannedto make a career out of constructing finger sandwiches for
luncheons orwhat. Behind the counter, themail lady guffawedand mutteredsomething to
herselfas sheweigheda package. My dad tried telling people I wasworking for himandjust
helping Lilli^ out onceandawhile. This wasnot true. I'd rather have spent twelve hours a
day in the kitchen with her than two hours in the basement with my dad and the newest dead
members of our community. Still, I knewMike's mortal remains were not the ones to raise a
fuss over. It was too hard to make up a story aboutwhy I didn't want to see this particular
body. There was only the truth and I knew the truth wouldn't help as long as I lived in this
town.
The people at the hospital had done a shittyjob of cleaning him up. EvenMike's face
was a mess. His eyes were half-open under blood-speckled lids and there was blood
splattered over his chin, over his lips, into his half-open mouth.
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We cut the clothes off of him. His bodywas familiar and, yet, not familiar. His bare
chest lookedrusty, the wide patch of curly chesthair already flaking bits ofblood. His
nipples stood out absurdly. He had no jewelry to inventory.
Dadwalked around the prep table, casually takinginstruments fromthe cabinet. He
handed me the disinfectant spray and a plastic-wrapped sponge.
"So, Jacob,what's been going on? Wehaven't talkedmuch lately. Is everything all
right?"
I touched one ofMike's hands. It was like one of those hard rubber replicas of a
hand, the kind people leave sticking out of car tninks around Halloween. The fingers were
splayedwide as though they'd beenmoldedthat way. I sprayed the spongeandused it to
wipe a thick streak of dried blood from the palm.
"Everything's fine," I said through grittedteeth, praying silently for my dad to stop
looking at me, to stop trying to talk to me. I didn't knowwhy he even bothered. He
wouldn't have understood anyway.
Dad was looking over my shoulder.
"I can't believe they left the body in this condition," he said, sighing. "Even if they
have been short-staffed, you'd think they would have been a little more conscientious.
Makes more work for us."
I concentrated on the hand, scrubbing harder with the sponge.
"It's nice having you around to help out, Jake. I could never get your brother to come
down here." I think he was trying to make me feel better. Ever since I came home he'd been
pointedly comparing me to Chris, telling me that ofcourse he was proud that Chris was
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teaching andworking onhis Ph.D.,but thathe knew I'll find my thing too, eventually. The
thing was, everyone knew options were limited in this town.
"You'd be a good funeral director," my dad continued, walking around to the other
side of the table and casually tugging at one ofMike's eyehds. "You're not bad at this.
You're becoming very professional. Andit's not a baddeal. When you getmarried andstart
to think abouthavinga family, you'll realize how niceit is to haveyour ownbusiness and
your own place to live."
I looked down at the body between us. The hands were clean now, but therewas the
whole rest of it. I moved my attention to the upper arms, leaving thewounds on thewrists
for my dad. I willed myself not to look at the face again.
Mike and I were not alike. We were people brought together by circumstance, not
affinity.
Sometimes after he got off work at JubileeI wouldmeet him for a few beers. There
was the only bar in town and no one knew its name. From outside all you could see was a
flickering neon Budweiser sign. No sign, no hours posted, nothing but two long dirty
windows you couldn't see in through or out of. Mike and I were just two guys, passing the
time in our hometown, the Popcorn Capital of the World. The grocery store's assistant
manager and me, the guy who went east for awhile but came back after he flunked out of
school. I was not yet twenty-one, but the bartender didn't care. No one thought it was odd
for us to drink together. We were the only guys under thirty in the bar, which was quiet and
dark inside, with scratched-up fake wood paneling and a broken jukebox in the comer. We
hardly even looked at each other. I never touched him in the bar.
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Whenwe leftwewouldn't leavetogether. I would giveMike a headstart, have
another beer orbuy apack ofgum atCasey's before I set out. Itwas only about amile to his
mom's house, past the grain elevator and the old bank.
That elevatormademe feel so insignificant, making myway along the dustystreet.
Smaller thanI everfelt inBoston. In the dark it was impossible to seewhere it stopped and
the night sky began.
Mike's mom's housewas on the edge of town. Outpast the popcomcribs andthe car
dealership thereweremiles of com, soybean fields, stockyards. The casementwindow over
Mike's bed gave a mole's eye view of the fields and the highway.
Mike would check to see if his mom was awake. She never bothered us in the
basement, but he was always afraidshemight. Hewould lock the door, dropping the hook in
the eye so slowlyyou'd thinkhewas afraid she'd hear it from all thewayup on the second
floor.
Mike had never been with anotherguy. The first night I went homewith himwe got
so we were sitting on the bed and right there, naked, pushing his hau:back to reveal a
crooked receding hairhne, he said, "I don't know what to do."
"It's pretty simple," I said. WhenI tried tokiss himhe took my shoulders and flipped
me down on the bed, face first. It was an old high school wrestling move, maybe. His
fingers were cold and they dug into the skin around my hip bones,
He didn't have a great body. He was thickening around the middle and his feet
splayed to the sides. He was not short, but next to my six feet four inches he complained that
he felt small. He was a warm body to me and I was awarm body to him. I counted him as.
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my only friend in town, aside jfrom my stepmother. I don't know ifhecounted me as
anything.
I would leave rightafterward, most nights. Mike wasnot aguywhocared for
sleeping together inthe same bed. I would walk home and play Grand Theft Auto until the
sun rose.
SometimesMike and I actuallyhad goodconversations. I had always secretly
thought hewaskindof dumb. When wegot together, we drank, and hehada tendency to
start speaking invague monosyllables soon after his third beer. One night weskipped the bar
and went for a drive in his mother's Buick. We drove and we talked about living at home,
not leaving this town. I told him how it felt like Iwas alldead inside, like every day was the
same, like nothing was good and he said he knewwhat I meant.
"I get up in themorning," he said. "And I get dressed forwork, because that's what I
always do. ThenI figure I might aswell go to work, since I'm dressed. Some days though, I
wonder whyI even bother. Anyone could do myjob. Theydon't needme for anything. The
same people are going to come in every day, the same items are gonna needto be ordered
and stocked everyweek. I tell myself I'll get out ofhere someday. One of these days,I'm
just gonna disappear."
"I tried to leave," I told him. 'Tt just didn't work out so well."
We didn't talk about it again. I never talked about Boston with him. That was as
close as I ever came.
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I left the prep, room while Dadwas hunting through the drawers for his instruments.
He needed to put sutures in the jagged knife wounds.
"Everything willjust leakback out if we don't takecareof these now,"he said. "But
it doesn't need to be pretty. He'll have a nice suit coat. No onewill see a thing." ^
I was quiet, climbing the stairs three ata time. I took a shortcut through the display
room and out the back door. I took the old hearse and I drove the same route Mike and I had
driven that night in his mom's Buick, the night he toldme he was goingto disappear
someday, up and around StormLake. The roadwas deserted. I felt like crying, but I didnot
cry. I didn't even think that I could.
In the beginning, Mikewas the onewho found me, strangely enough. Heknew just
who I was, though I only had vaguememories ofhim as the high school bully who'd once
beatenup my big brother Chris, who really wasn't very big at all, in the school parking lot.
He was working at Jubilee the day Lillian sentme in the buy sixty pounds of flour. He
offered to help me load the bags of flour from the cart into the car.
"I thought you might have brought the hearse," he said, looking at Lillian's red
Oldsmobile in disappointment.
"My stepmother doesn't like to drivethe hearse," I said. "She says she's allergicto
the upholstery. She says it's moldy."
Mike adjusted his store issue bow-tie and slid the first ten pound bag of flour into the
trunk. Then he looked nervously around the empty parking lot and stepped a little closer to
me.
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"Jake," he said in a low evenvoice. "Meet me for a beer later, all right? I need to,
uh, talk toyou about something." 1think hetried to wink. Itwas such a clumsy gesture that
I wanted to laugh, but I didn't. I felt a little sorry for him.
"How about seven?" I said.
"Seven-thirty," he said. "I get offworkthen. But don't meetmehere. Meetmeat
the bar."
He never told me how he knew. I couldn't figure it out. I knew that peoplehere
liked to talk, but they didn't haveproofof anjrthing. I'd never beenwith anyone in town. I
never thought that I would risk it, but afterthe first two lonely months backhome, I was
desperate too.
He said something else to me the nightwewent driving around in his mom's car
instead of drinking. He said,"I'd ratherbe dead thenhaveanyone fmd out about this." Then
he said, 'Tou have to promise me you will never say one fucking word."
"I promise."
Mike always had this idea that he and I were not alike, thatwe did it for different
I
reasons, that I was obvious and he was not. That I was a fag and he was just in it for the
convenience.
Being dead and being found out are not mutually exclusive situations. Mike was
dead and Mike was not found out. I didn't even know who I would tell if I wanted to.
When I got home my dadwas sitting in the livingroomwith my stepmotherbeside
him. The TV was on.
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"I was going to call the cops," he said. "Tell them you stole the car."
"What's the matter, Jacob?" Lillian had one hand on my dad's knee.
"Nothing." I went straight up the stairs to my room. I locked the door and lay
facedown on my bed, but I stayed quiet, listening for their voices. It sounded like they were
arguing. I heard my dad say, "He's always been like this. Chris was never like this. I don't
understand."
I was with this guy Ben at Boston University. We never went out. We just lay on his
bed in his single dorm room and smoked cigarettes and fucked and drank, mostly. One night,
we were in his bed and he was sleeping and I couldn't sleep. I could hardly breathe. I had
been feeling like that on and off for weeks, but right then it got so bad I thought that I was
just going to die. My heart was beating too fast and my mouth was dry. My chest ached and
my hands shook uncontrollably. I thought, "My whole Hfe is going to be this way - pointless
and empty and miserable. It's never going to change." I got up and I went to the window.
Ben's room was on the sixteenth floor. I could see half ofBoston from the window. It was
bright with so many lights that I felt lost. The street below was empty and inviting.
The window would only open six inches. They were all like that. I went in the
lounge and I went in the bathroom and thosewindows didn't even open at all. I took the
elevator up to the top floor. My eyes would not focus and I could hardly even see to push the
buttons. Of course, the entrance to the roof level was locked.
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At first I thoughtMike got the betterpart of thebargain. He had beaten me to the
punch. It could havebeenme,but itwasn't me. I felt likethismademeevenmore of a
failure. I couldn't even find a stupid window to jump out of.
That first morning, with his body in the basement and me inmy bedroom, I
remembered how Fd felt back in Boston, like something inside ofme had collapsed and all
the other parts might just go down like dominoes at anyminute. Even though it mademe
shiver all overI playeda littlemovie inmyheadof every way that I couldpossibly fmd to
die in the house, and in the town, including suffocationin a com crib or laying myselfdown
on the train tracks. I thought about the chemicals in the prep room,what they would do to
someone whowasn't already dead. I thought about taking the hearse and crashing it into the
grain elevator. It was a good half-mile straightawayfromhere to there. The hearse could go
pretty fast.
I thought about going downstairs to look for Lillian. What would I say to her? "I
don't want to be alone. I'm afraid. I need to explain something." Something aboutMike.
Something about me.
"You knew him, didn't you?" Lillian was speaking to me through the door. "Was he
a friend of yours?"
I was still lying on the bed, waiting for the afternoon and the evening to pass. My dad
had yelled up the stairs at noon, telling me to get up. Lillian had been atmy door twice
already. I could hear her leaning up against it.
"Jake, open the door."
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I wanted to. I thought of her out there andmy hands began to tremble. I clamped
them between my knees. I heard Lillian sigh and walk away.
After trying all the windows in that dorm in Boston, I'd gone down and got back in
bed with Ben. I was still shaking and sweating. The bed was so small that I was pressed up
against his back, but he didn't wake up. I was afraid to leave and go back to my room, so I
lay awake all night and in the morning, when he went to class, I went and played video
games till dinnertime. I met him for dinner in the dining hall. I watched him eat and I
wanted to say something about what was happening to me, but I couldn't even begin. I took
my plate to the dish, room untouched and I sat up all night with more video games and
cigarettes.
In five weeks they kicked me out. No one asked me why I had stopped going to
class. No one asked what had happened, not even my dad. I got on a plane with my two
suitcases and I flew back to Iowa. By the time the plane had landed I couldn't remember
what Boston had looked like at all.
"Well," my dad said. "You're back."
In Boston, no one knew where Iowa was. They confused it with Idaho and Indiana.
People laughed when I told them about the townI'd grown up in, how it was known for
nothing but producing more popcorn in the past century than any other town in the world.
Ben, who had lived just outside Boston his whole life, had confided in me that when he heard
this he pictured an endless field with a train stopped in themiddle so everyperson in town
couldpour buckets ofpopcorn into the open-top cars. I couldn't help but thinkof that as I
followed my dad out of the airport.
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On the highway, with Des Moines behind us and empty country up ahead, I knew for
sure nothing had changed. It was mid-April, but the fields were still bare, gray and speckled
with dirty snow. My stomach hurt like I'd been punched. My knees trembled, pressed up
against the underside of the dashboard. I watched out the window for the sign on the way
into town, the one that proclaimed "Popcorn Capital of the World!" in block letters. "I'll
never make it out of here alive," I said to myself. Somehow, that was a comforting thought.
I laid on my bed for a long time, well past when it got dark. Then I got up and went
downstairs. I sat at the kitchen table, twisting the hem of my T-shirt around my fist. Lillian
looked at me over an enormous pile of popcorn.
"You're still with us," she said. "I thought you'd never come out of there."
"What are you doing?" I asked her. "Is this for a cateringjob?" It looked as though
she'd popped twenty bowls worth of com and dumped it all out across the table.
"It's for the church," she said. "They wanted popcorn balls for the fair next weekend.
I was hoping you'd help me."
I picked up one of the popped kernels andput it in mymouth. It was flavorless and
chewy. I had trouble swallowing.
"Jake," Lillian said, still watchingme. "What's the matter?"
"Where's my dad?"
"He's downstairs. Hewaswaiting foryou thismorning."
"Why does he expect me to work on the bodies?" I asked her. "I don't like it. I'm
sick of it. I don't want to spend my life pumping dead people full ofchemicals."
"Then you should tell him that."
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"What if it was me down there?" I asked her. "Not Mike?"
"Don't say that, Jake."
"Would Dad work on my body?"
We both knew the answer to that. He worked on my mom's body, sixteen years ago.
He brought her home from the hospital, embalmed her himself, open casket and everything.
He brings it up sometimes, casually, like it was just another day in the life.
"I would have left a note," I said. "Mike didn't leave a note. He could have at least
left me a note." I had to stop. I covered my eyeswith my hands and leaned over the table.
My palms were warm and damp. "He could have said something to me."
I wanted Lillian to get up and put her arms around me, even though I knew it
wouldn't make me feel any better, really. When I looked up she was still sitting there, hands
in her lap, and I was afraid ofwhat she might say.
"Jake, you should have said something to your father. He never would have made
you work on that body if he knew." Lillian sounded calm and matter-of-fact.
"If he knew Mike and I were friends?" I asked cautiously.
"If friends is what you want to call it." She raised her eyebrows. "Jake, don't look so
horrified. It's all right."
"Who told you?" I asked her. "What did they say to you?"
"No one told me anything," Lillim said. "I've known you for six years, haven't I?"
I swallowed hard.
"You haven't talked about this with my dad, have you?"
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"Your father doesn't really like to talk about that kind of thing," she said. She looked
down, as if she could see through the kitchen floor, through the chapel and its polished wood
floor, into the basement where Dad was working on Mike.
"Did you really love him?" she askedme.
"No." My face got red. "It wasn't anything serious."
"Well, I'm sorry it happened this way," Lillian said.
I didn't want to go downstairs, but I knew I had to.
I found my dad sitting on a stool, regarding Mike's body from a distance of three feet.
He'd done the make-up himself It made Mike look pale and more feminine, somehow.
There was no trace of stubble on his face. His lips were pink. His hair was messy, but he
was neatly dressed in clean pants and a white shirt.
"The jacket's over there," Dad said. I picked it up from the counter. It was a navy
blue one Mike had worn to work sometimes. I took the scissors from the drawer and made
an incision at the back of the collar, cutting as straight as I could down the back of thejacket.
I took the left side first, fitting the sleeveoverMike's arm and tucking the backunderneath
him. When I was done it looked just as ifhe were wearing a whole jacket.
"Looks good," my dad said. He cleared his throat. "I talkedwith hismother today."
"Yeah?" I knew what brand of cigarettesMike's mother smoked and what time she
went to sleep at night, but I had never met her.
"Shesaidshehadno ideawhy hewould take his own life." Mydadis good at using
phrases like "takehis ownlife," "passed away" or"no longer withus." It must be all the
years ofpractice that make it sound so natural, coming from him.
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"There were probably a lot of thingsMike never toldher," I said. "There's plentyof
things I've never told you."
He sighed.
"Do you think I don't know, Jacob? There are just some things people don't talk
about. That'sjusthowitis." He reminded me ofMike, at that moment. Mike, in his
basement bedroom, with the lights out, telling me that he didn't want to talk, that he had
nothing to say about what went on between us. That it meant nothing, really.
I was still standing over Mike's body. I looked at his hands. They'd been carefully
placed one on top of the other. The pose was casual, but his skin was like hard wax. I
wondered ifMike had considered that I might be the one who got his body, the one washing
his pale, imperfect skin, and dressing him up in his old clothes. I guessed those weren't the
things on someone's mind when they were preparing to slit their wrists with a hunting knife.
Mike didn't have to live here anymore. Mike didn't have to keep secrets or lock the
basement door. He would never have to walk home from the bar under the shadow of the
grain elevator again. But he was here before us and we'd seen everything. He wasn't taking
my secrets to the grave with him and he wasn't taking all of his own either.
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Direction
All Ames knew on this particular morningwas that Ashley was in labor with their
second child, maybe in some stuffy room at the hospital, and he was out with Kate, in the
truck. They had been parked for nearly half an hour. Ames' cell phone was lying face down
on the floor of the cab, by Kate's feet. He'd set it on vibrate and whenever his wife called it
jerked itself around in a little circle on the mat.
It was February. There was a pale pink stripe separating the sky from the dead brown
fields. It had been warm for two weeks, but it was getting colder. The dirt roads were
muddy, not yet frozen all the way down. The road they were parked on looked like any other
road to Ames. He was always afraid of getting lost out among the fields. Kate laughed at
him for that - how could you get lost in a grid? she asked. But the grid was not perfect and
the roadswere not marked and for all ofhis twenty-two years living in this part of Iowa,
sometimesAmes suspected that the roads moved around each other, switching places. Farms
would crop up twenty miles from where heknew they belonged. Beans would sprout from
fields he had always known to be planted with com. Kate said he had a bad sense of
direction.
Kate had Ames's earlobe in her teeth, gentlypulling at it. She was trying to get his
attention, but he was staring at the floor of the truck, seeingthe neglected phoneandKate's
muddy camouflage snowboots and the dirty rubber floor mat. Katejerkedharder onhis ear
and Ames squeaked in pain.
"What are you doing?" he asked. "You'll leave a mark!"
"What's the matter with you?"
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He could not say he was thinking ofAshley.
"You're a terrible husband," she said. "You're a terrible father. There. All right?"
She laughed.
"Look, I only drove out this morning because of the stupid wallet I'll come see you
on Friday. We can mess around then. I've got to go."
"It's not even noon," Kate said. "It's early. Besides, you barely have enough gas to
get you back to town. You're almost on empty."
"Fuck."
"I'll give you a couple gallons at my place," she said. "Ifyou're nice to me."
Ames had called in to work that morning at five AM. There was, of course, no one in
the feed store yet, but he left a message. He wondered if they could hear the noise in the
background - Ashley crying, the first baby crying. Ameswas irritated - he'd been out with
Kate until almost midnight the night before and he'd barely had any sleep - but he knew he
had no right to complain. Ashley was down on the floor in the bedroom, her head halfunder
the bed like she was hunting for dust bunnies, her knees drawn up as close to her belly as
theywould get. Ames got up andwalked the housefront to back, over and over, holding the
first baby against his shoulder. The kid was almost two. He could not remember its
birthday. Sometime soon. A cold time, before spring.
Amesdidn't realize that his walletwas missing until theywere at the hospital. When
they asked forhis health insurance card he handed tlie first babyoverto Ashley's mother and
began to dig through his pockets. It was not there.
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"I'll go check the truck," he said. It was not in there. It had been in his pocket the
night before, when he got into Kate's truck and they drove out into the dark fields.
"I left it back at the house," he lied to his mother-in-law. "I'll have to go get it." She
rolled her eyes.
As he drove up to the rundownfarmhouseKate sharedwith her brother everything
seemed a lot less crowded around his head. Kate was in the bam, cleaning stalls. When he
poked his head through the door she smiled and pulled the brown leather wallet fromher
back pocket.
"It was on the seat ofmy truck," she said. "Must've fallen out of your pants."
For a second Ames wondered if she was lying, if she'd taken it on purpose. Then,
smirking, she propped her pitchfork against the wall and asked if he wanted to go for a drive.
Kate and Ames had been fucking each other in the cab ofAmes's truck for longer
than he had been married to Ashley, since senior year of high school. Ashley and Kate were
first cousins and had known each other their whole lives. They looked a little alike, with
brown hair and freckled faces. Kate was shorter, thinner and meaner. Sometimes Ames
thought that some combination of the two would be the best thing, a girl he wanted as much
as he wanted Kate, but who also really loved him back like Ashley did, not this half-love,
half-hate that was all he could get from Kate.
Kate hadn't always treated him like she did now. In high school, when they used to
date for real, not just sneak around, thingswere different. Ames had thought Kate was just
plain amazing then. He remembered sitting on the fence with her in the summer, watching
the wind blow through the field out behind her father's house. Her thin muscled arm, brown
from too much sun, brushed against his and Ames shivered. They trained Kate's palomino
together, the summer between freshman and sophomore year. Ames was not afraid to get on
a green horse and ride it in circles, but Kate could walk into the ring, fix her eye on that horse
and make it do whatever she wanted.
It took two years for Ames to realize howmuch like that horse he was. Even after
she'd left him for some college guy who was working as a vet's assistant, he'd do whatever
Kate asked. Even when he started to take Ashley out. Even when the vet's assistant moved
away and Kate came knocking on Ames's door, telling him she'd been wrong, she wanted
him back. She told him they could have what they'd always talked about having - the
horses, the farm, no kids, just dogs. Ames remembered thinking this over for three days. On
the third day he took Ashley out in his truck, out on one of the very roads he would later
drive with Kate. In the dark there Ashley imbuttoned her shirt. She wasn't wearing anything
underneath and when he put his head down, rubbing his lips against her bare breasts, Ashley
said, "I love you. I want to stay with you forever."
Ames thought ofKate standing in the ring, one hand raised, the horse trotting slowly
towards her. It wasn't fair that Kate should always get her way with everyone. Ames didn't
want to be like that horse forever.
It was only three weeks from the day Ames proposed to Ashley that he went out in
the truckwith Kate. They drove around for an hour andKate calledAshleyevery name she
could think of. She told Ames he was dumb, that he'd regret this, that he'd made amistake.
She told him she hated him. When he stopped the truck, lost and tired, she crawledacross
the seat, dugher short, sharpnails into his shoulders andkissed him. Shepulledoffher shirt
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andhis shirt and, with a growing sense of unreality, Ameswent throughwith it, stupidly
thinking that it would never happen again, that this was the last time.
Ashley never mentioned Kate. After four years in such a small town it seemed that
everybody would know, but no one said a word. The giddy feeling Ames had in the
beginning faded. He began to forget that he was doing anything wrong. He worked and he
gaveAshleymoney and paid the rent and one or two times a weekhe said that he was going
out with his friends, then drove out to Kate's house.
Ames figured that Ashley would be in labor all day, maybe all night. He knew she
assumed he was out drinking and she would be cursing about this in that stuffy hospital
room, but Rosie, his mother-in-law, would assure Ashley that laboring women made their
men nervous and maybe he just needed that drink to steady his nerves. This was the kind of
thing Rosie would say.
Ames thought that he loved his wife, but he could not remember a time when he had
wanted to touch her. There must have been a time, because it was all there in the pictures:
Ashley stuffed into her mother's old wedding dress like the buttons might just pop off any
minute, Ames's hands grasping her at the waist, his fingersmaking dents in the soft areas
between the fake whaleboning. Ashley looked calm, smiling, but Ames read fear in his own
expression. He had been one year out of high school and six months away from becoming a
father.
It wasn't that he didn't touch Ashley at all anymore - he did. But it felt like less and
less all the time, imtil the weight of her hand on hiswhenhe was walking out the door to
work and shewas talking to him felt like nothing. Maybehis nerveswere slowly dying, he
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thought. All day at work he heaved sacks of grain and fertilizer and dog food onto pallets
and shelves and into the backs of pick-up trucks. When he had first started, over three years
ago, he'd come home sore and limping. Ashley worked all day at the grocery store and
they'd sit and trade work stories, complaining that their feet hurt and their hands had been
cold all day. Now she stayed home and he had nothing to say about work, every day the
same. His back and his shoulders didn't even hurt him anymore. It was as if his body was
no longer a part of him. The mirror in the bathroom showed nothing from the chest down.
When he got out of the shower he'd wipe the condensation from the mirror and stand on the
closed toilet seat, contorting himself to see everything in the mirror. Sometimes he saw
bruises on his back, and scratches. He could remember Kate in the truck, the feeling of her
nails in his flesh, a sharp feeling, something he could be present with.
Ames kept a flask of cheap whiskey behind the seat in his truck. He did not like to
drink, but when he'd been out with Kate he'd take a swig from the bottle, just enough to get
the scent on his breath. Every guy in town over the age of sixteen had a drinking problem.
No one but Ames had a problem like Kate.
"She's the one who got herself into it," Kate said of Ashley.
"She didn't do it by herself," Ames said quietly, with his chin in his hand, the other
hand massaging the earlobe Kate had nipped and twisted.
"Yeah? Well, I use something called birth control'''
"She was nursing the other one," Ames said in his wife's defense.
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"Yeah, whatever." Kate seemed to shudder at the thought of this. "It makes me think
of a sow, on her side, all the squealing, dirty little piglets. I wouldn't do it."
Ames imagined this second bom as a piglet, pearly little feet still unstained, a mouth
full of sharp teeth.
"I have to go back," he said.
Kate took Ames's face in her hands. She licked her lips until they shone and rubbed
them against his. Her saliva was cold. Outside, the sky was gray and heavy, like it might
snow, Kate pinched the skin on Ames's neckbetweenher nails and he let out a sigh. She
grabbed the skin with her fmgers and twisted.
"We can't do this again," Ames said. "Stop it."
Kate, kneeling on the seat, grabbed him by the shoulders. Ames let his body relax.
Something inside of him felt loosened. Kate pushed him and the back ofhis head hit the
window. She leaned over him and reached for his belt, to unbuckle it.
"Kate, no. I really got to get back."
"Like hell you do."
"It's late. It's getting cold in here."
"Then turn the fucking engine back on." She started to unzip his blue jeans.
"Stop it." He raised a foot to push her off of him and she was on him in a second,
landing one knee right in his groin, her elbow hitting him hard in the mouth. He yelped and
drew his legs up.
"1.. .just.. .need to get back." Ames said after a minute, trying to catch his breath.
"All right?" He licked his lips and tasted blood.
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"Fine. Let's go then." He could tell she was angry. Her eyes were narrow and her
mouth very hard.
When he turned the key in the ignition the truck started with a rattle. Itwas cold
enough that itwas idling high. He put the truck in drive and pressed the gas pedal. The tires
moved a few inches, not even one rotation, and then spun in the mud. Ames threw thetruck
in reverse, hitting the gas again.
"You don'tknow what you're doing," Kate said. "Let me try." She opened the door
and jumped out. "Fuck! It'sdeepV She stomped around tohis side, the mud sucking
noisily at her boots.
The truck wasn't going anywhere. Kate rocked it, swearing, and Ames crouched
down in the road to look. The tires were more than half sunk in the mud.
"I'll call someone," he said, hopping back into the cab. "I'll call my brother. He'll
pull us out." He felt around onthefloor. The phone was notthere.
"Do you have my phone?"
"Maybe it fell when I got out."
They both looked atthe ground by the passenger side door. The mud was deep and
softand cold. Bothof them dugthrough it till they were brown to their elbows and their
fingers were numb.
"Did you kick it out on purpose?"Amesasked.
"No. The last thing I wantis to be stuck outherewithj^ow." Kate made a face like
shewas going to spit. "I'd love foryouto getback to your trashy littlewife, be one big
happy family."
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"Who lives overthere?" Ames asked, pointing across the fields where he could seea
few trees and the peak of a roof.
Kate rolled her eyes. "That's myparents' house, dumbass."
"Really? I thought they lived southof town."
"We are south of town."
"Well, let's just go up thereandget them to pullus out."
"That's not gonna look too good. Aunt Rosie called my mom at fucking six AM to
tell her the grandkid was on the way."
"Well, I'm gonna go. We stay out here, we'll freeze."
"Give me your gloves," Kate demanded, grabbing them offthe dashboard. "I'll walk
up the road a little and you come pick me up when you get the truck out. That way they
won't see me." She peered out the back window. "About halfamile down there's a road
with an old bam on it. The road's Rural Route 4. It's the first right. The barn's got the
name "Moore" painted onit, ingreen, peeling off. You can barely see the 'M.' I'll be there,
by the bam."
"Okay. I'll hurry," Ames said.
"You sure as hell better."
It took him almost twenty minutesto reach the driveway. The housewas familiar
whenhe gotup close, thoughhe hadn't been there in years. It was old,withgraytrimand
shutters and a cockeyed look to it, as if it were slowly sinking. Kate's dadworked on cars
and what had once been a cow bam was nowjust a big garage, with spot lights and heaters so
he could work all night if he wanted to.
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Evenbefore she askedhimwhy hewas there, Kate'smothercongratulated himon the
birth of his daughter. He looked at her blankly.
"Whyis yourUp bleeding?" she asked him; "Haveyoubeenin anaccident? Or-" her
eyes narrowed, "A fight?"
Ames touched his mouth. "No, no, I just, um, fell. Trying to get my truck out of the
mud."
The story came together for him, as he stood ontheGarfield the Catdoormat, peering
into the kitchen, whereKate's mother wasunloading the dishwasher. He told her thathe'd
beendelivering something forwork. He thought he'd takea shortcut home andgetback to
Ashley as fast as he could. But he'd gotten stuckin themud. Twice. The first timehe'd
gotten himselfoutwiththe use ofsome old boards he'd been carrying inthe truck bed. He'd
left them in the mud. Now he was stuck a second time and he needed help.
"Ifyou don't mind," he addedpolitely. "I would really appreciate it,Mrs. Conner."
"Aunt Susie," she corrected him.
Ames nodded.
Neither Kate's mother or father was particularly small. When the three of them
climbed into the big silver Dodge truck, Ames squished himself against the door and tried to
take up as little room as possible.
"Worst possible day for this to happen to you," Kate's father remarked. ''"I can't
believe George had you working."
"I thought Rosie said you called in," Kate's mother added.
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"Well, ah...1 did," Ames took a deep breath, willing himselfnotto blush. He'd
always wished he was abetter liar. "But then I thought itwould beokay to go infor an hour
or two. I thought she'd be longerhaving the kid. Last time it tookforever."
Kate's mother looked at him funny. "Six hours ain't forever."
"Oh. Yeah." Ames tried to laugh.
"I remember it. March third. Rosie was so excited. Her first grandchild."
"It was a good day," Ames said lamely. "A day to remember."
The truck came out of the mud on the second try. Ames waved as Kate's parents
drove off
"Thanks.. .Aunt Susie, Uncle Dick..He said this to himself, grimacing. He drove
away slowly, a&aid of getting stuck again. He looked for theturn he thought would take him
to the old bam and to Kate. After a few miles the road was dry and very narrow, with deep
ditches onbothsides andhe began to suspect thathe'd missed it. Kate couldn'thavewalked
this far. Hehad to go anothermile to find a place to tum around. He backtracked andthis
timehe sawwhat he thought was it - a gravel road onhis left,marked onlyby a sm_all pileof
rocks. He followed that road, looking for the bam. He knewhe'd gone too far whenhe saw
the grain elevator lurking off to the right. He turnedaroundagain. The sky had gotten
darker and a few big flakes of snow drifted past the windshield.
Ames took one tum after another. He was driving faster now. The fields all looked
the same. There were no houses or bams. He started to think ofAshley, to think that being
with her, holding the new baby, would be a nicer and warmer thing than to be lost out here,
looking for a girl who, at this point, would be mad enough to kill him even if he did find her.
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Heturnedontoa newunmarked road, feeling surethat thiswas thewayback toward town.
He'd made it abouta mile andwas doubting his choice of direction, when the truck
shuddered and died, out of gas.
Ames leaned onthe steering wheel, licking the cut onhis lip. The dried blood tasted
salty and metallic. By now a thin layer ofsnow was settling on the gravel road. Itwas cold
in thetruck. Hewondered howlong it would take to freeze todeath outhere. How far from
home was he? Hethought he saw a glow onthehorizon and dark shapes against that glow.
He squinted to make out a water tower or grain elevator that might give some clue as to what
he was lookingat, but it was snowing steadily andhe couldn't see.
Ames fought thepanic that was rising inhim by examining thecontents ofhis glove
compartment. His insurance and registration were buried under apair of small screwdrivers,
apacifier, one ofAshley's hairscrunchies, a few gas station receipts he should have thrown
away. Ames idly wondered if he could bum them. He didn't have a lighter anyway. Instead
he pulled the eight-dollar flask ofwhiskey from behind his seat. He leaned back and
watched the snow fall, taking small sipsso his throat would notbumandso that the whiskey
and the warm feeling it gave himwould last. It beganto get very dark. He got out ofthe
truckevery once in awhileto stomp his feetandbrush the snow from thewindows. Someone
would come along eventually, he thought.
There was hardly half an inch left in the flaskwhen a truck pulling a stocktrailer
cameclankingup the road. Ames opened the door andwavedboth hands. His toeswere
numb in his boots.
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"What're you doing out here?" the man shouted as Ames jumped out into the snow.
"You wanna freeze to death?"
"I ran out of gas," Ames said.
"Broken gauge?"
"No. I just thought I could make it."
The livestock guy snorted, then gestured for Ames to get inbeside him. He explained
that he was pulling three cows and none ofthem looked too good. As they rattled down the
road toward what the livestock guy promised was a decent-sized town, Ames could hear one
ofthe animals moaning. It was apitiful noise. He pressed his feet against the hole where the
heat came out and sat on his bare hands.
"Mywifehad a babythismorning. I missed it,"he said. "I never gothome."
The livestock guy didn'tso much as grunt. This frustrated Ames. When they rolled
into the town, whichwas little more thana farmer's co-op with fifty-odd pre-fab, vinyl-sided
little housesplopped down around it, he thanked the guy and got out.
"It's only just pasteight. Gas station's right up thestreet there. Should be open still."
"Great," Ames said, under his breath.
It had stopped snowing. Thegas station parking lothad about an inch ofpowder onit
andnot one tire track. The signon thedoorsaid theyclosed at eight. A stoop-shouldered
manin coveralls was sortingthrough receipts at the counter inside. Ames knocked on the
window.
The ownerwasnot fnendly, but he couldn'tverywell turnAmes away. He toldhim
to wait and he'd get his daughter to driveoutwith a gas can becausehe sure didn't have time
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to do it. Ames bought a Snickers barwhen hepaid for thegas. Then he got into theman's
truck, it was so old and beat-up it seemedmiraculous it was running at all.
"Has this townalways beenhere?" he asked thedaughter, nearly shouting over the
rattling exhaust system. Shewasyoung, butevidently oldenough to drive. Shewas pretty,
but hereyes were swollen andherredhair was unbrushed and frizzy. She looked athim with
disgust.
"Well, of course it's not always beenhere. No townhas always been there."
"I guess not. It's just that I'm fromaroundhere and I've never been to - "
"Walumot."
"What the hell kind of name is that?"
Thegirl shrugged andAmes unwrapped his candy bar, watching the empty fields roll
by. Hewasdisappointed that there could bea place hehadnever heard of,hadnever seen,
so nearby, and that it was so nondescript, maybeevenworse than his town.
"What were you doing out here, anyway?" the girl askedhim. Ames figured he
would never see this girl again, so he leaned hisheadagainst thewindow andhe startedwith
Kate. Everything had to start with Kate.
The girl listened to the whole story without so much as blinking.
"I cheated on my boyfriend once," she offered. "He still doesn't know."
"How old are you?" Ames asked.
"Thirteen." She smirked.
"Oh."
"Is that your truck?" she asked him, pointing down the road.
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Thetmckhad a goodfour inches ofsnow on it. It was hard to tell if itwashis ornot.
But it had to be. Ameswouldn't let the girl pour the gas in. He did it himselfand thenhe
gave her five dollars, the last bill left in his wallet. She looked at the money scornfully and
shoved it into her pocket.
"Well" Ames said, brushing thesnow from hisdoor handle. "Thanks." He opened
the door and rummaged under the seat for a scraper.
Thegirl cleared her throat. He looked up and in the dim glow of theold truck's
headlights he saw thatshewas standing squarely in front ofhim, a revolver pointed athis
head.
"What areyou doing?" Ames stepped back, bumping into the truck anddropping the
scraper.
"Startthe engine." Shebegan to sidle around to thepassenger sideofhis truck, still
holding the gun on him.
Ames's heart began to pound.
"What are you doing?" he asked again. "Is that thing loaded? Doyou evenknow
how to shoot that?"
She cocked it, shifted her stance and fired. The backwindow ofher father's tmck
exploded.
"Jesus Christ!"
"Drive me to Cedarville," she said. "We'll fill the tank up there."
"What about your father's truck?" Ames gasped, still shaking.
"My father's an asshole. I don't give a damn about his tmck."
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Ameshad never been to Cedarville before. The gas stationwas open all night and the
plowed parking lot was illuminated with bright lights. The girl held the gun in her lap, the
barrel resting onher skinny thigh. If she pulls the trigger, Ames thought, she'll get myknee.
We'll crash. He swallowed and steered-into the parking lot.
"Fill it up. Payat thepump," the girl demanded. "And getmea pop out ofthat
machine." Shescraped a handful of change from his ashtray and thrust it at him. Ames
looked overhis shoulder at the brightconvenience store, the silhouette of someone at the
counter.
"I've got five more bullets. And a lotmore inhere," the girl saidJiggling her
sweatshirt pocket so that it rattled. "So don't try anything."
"Someone's gonna think I'm kidnapping you," Ames hissed when he gotback in the
cab.
"What? You don't think Ilook older?"
"Not really." He started the engine. "Is that gun?"
"My dadgave it to me for mybirthday," shesaid. "It's prettynice. It's almost as
heavy as his. Hey,you couldjust tell them I'm yourniece. Oryour daughter. You've got
kids."
"They're not as old as you. I'm onlytwenty-two." Ames lookedover at the girl.
Thegunwas in her left hand, resting onthe seat beside her army green satchel. "I wouldn't
buy one of them a gun."
"Well, you don't sound like such a great dad anyway. Thoughyou're probably better
than mine."
"How's that?" Ames asked.
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"When my boyfriend still lived here he'dnever let mego see him. Hemakes me
work for no money allthetime after school and on the weekend. And hebeats us with his
belt."
"I wouldn't do that," Ames said.
"At least my dad never snuck around on my mom."
"No?"
"Well, she's dead," the girl said. "Maybe he would have. Hey,tum here."
"Where are we going?" Ames asked.
"We have to get on the interstate. We'regonna go pickupmyboyfriend."
"Where's you boyfriend live?"
"California. Whenhe got out ofjail he wentto golivewith his aunt."
"California?" Ames choked. "It's gonnatakemore than a tank full of gas to get to
California."
"No shit."
Theywereon a straightavvay, following a dark two-lane highway, when thegirlgot
tired of switching from countrystation to country station and started todig around in the
crevice between the seats instead.
"This is where there's always money on the school bus," she said. "In this crack. I
found three dollars once." Shepulledout two dimes and a penny,then dugher skinnyarmin
deeper. "What's this doing down here?" she asked.
Ames looked over. It was his phone. The girl eased it out and examined the display.
"Is this yours?"
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"I thought I'd lost that this morning."
"You have messages."
"I bet I do," Ames said. "Fuck."
The girl giggled andexamined thedisplay again.
"Ashley's your wife? She called you like twelve times. Then, Kate just called you. I
bet they're together. I bet you're in big trouble." She punched one ofthe buttons and held
the phone to her ear. After amoment she made a disappointed sound. "Your battery just
died. Do you have a charger?"
"At home," Ames said.
"Too bad." She threw the phone on the floor. "Iwas thinking you should call them."
Ateleven they stopped ataMcDonalds and went through the drive-through. The
bucktoothed teenage boy working the window did not notice the girl's gun, which she held
against the seat, level with Ames' hip. He handed Ames awarm paper bag with two leathery
hamburgers, three greasy envelopes offrench fries and an enormous cup of pop. Ames
parked at the edge ofthe parking lotand watched the girl stuff fries in her mouth. Right next
to their parking spot was a pay phone.
"Can I callmywife?"he asked. "Justto see if she's all right?"
Thegirl looked thoughtfiil asshe took an enormous bite of her hamburger.
"You tell herwhere you are or anything andI'll shootyou, I swear."
"Fine." Ames tookahandful of change from his pocket andgotout of the truck. The
girl followed him, thegun in one hand and the half-eaten hamburger in the other. Ames
dialed Ashley's cell phone number, wondering if she was even awake. Hejammed coin after
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coininto thephoneuntil it clickedone final time, connected andbeganto ring. Ames
chewed his lip, thinking ofwhat to say to Ashley. But it was not Ashley who answered. It
was Kate.
"Where the hell are you?" she demanded.
"Uh, I'm-" Ames paused and the girljammed thegun intohis side. "Where's
Ashley?"
"Ashley doesn't want to talk to you,"Kate said. "But I think you oweme an
explanation."
"Is the baby all right?" Ames asked.
"Whatthehell do youcare?" Kate asked. In thebackground Ames heardmuffled
conversation.
"Look,"Ames said. "I got lost. I'm sorry." He looked at the girl,whowasholding
the gun againsthim still, but shivering from the cold.
"That's a shittyexcuse, Ames." Kate coughed. "Ashleysaysyou can fuck off. She
says she'll change the locks if you come back."
"What did you tell her?"
"Oh, I told her plenty of things."
Ames sighed and dropped the receiver from his ear. The girl grabbed it from him and
slammed it back on the hook.
"You satisfied?" she asked. "Let's go. It's freaking cold out here."
When they'd climbedback into the truck, she said, "They're reallymad at you, aren't
they?"
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Itwas nearly two AM when they pulled into the restarea. It didn'thave abathroom
oreven a telephone, justa small slushy parking lot. Ames thought they might be in
Nebraska, but he wasn't sure.
"What road are we on?" the girl asked him.
Ames massaged his temples as ifhehad a headache. Hewasscared and didn'twant
to admit it to himself. Hekept teUing himself thatthissituationwasfanny, that itwasn't
serious, thatthis girlwasjust fooling around. Thefurther hegot from home, the less
convinced he was.
They'dfound a road atlas under the seat. Itwas probably older than the girl was.
Somebody, not Ames, had circled thenames ofseveral cities in black ink.
"Well, where arewe?" thegirl asked. Thegun was pinched between her knees, barrel
pointed at the dashboard.
"Here," Ames lied, pointing to a red line that looked as though itwereheaded west.
"We're right here."
"No we're not. We've driven farther than that." She glared at him. "You don't
know where we are. Do you even know where California is?"
"I know where California is. I've just never been there."
"You've probably never beenout of Iowa," the girl sneered.
"I've been to Omaha."
"I haven't been anywhere."
"Is that why you're so desperate to get out?"
"Well, I don't want to stick around andmarry somedumb townie guy like you, have
fourteen kids and work in the gas station my whole life."
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Ames stared at themap. His eyes were bluny from lack ofsleep. Thecolored lines
seemed to crawl all over the page.
"Giveme yourwallet," the girl said. Ames handed it to her.
"What the hell kind ofname is Ames?" she asked, examining his driver's license.
"What's your name?" he asked.
"I'm not telling you." She tossed his driver's license back to him, then slid the wallet
into her back pocket. Then she picked up her gun and pointed it out the window, squeezing
one eye shut as iftaking aim. "I should just leave you here. I can drive, you know. I don't
need you."
It wasn't theprospect of spending the rest ofthenight alone on theside ofsome
unknown road that scared Ames, itwas thethought of going home, ofwhat was waiting for
himthere. Hestarted to imagine what he could do inCalifornia. Lose thecrazy thirteen-
year-old. Go work on a ranch, get some money. Send some toAshley, just enough to make
him fell better. Thenmeet somegirlwhohadn't known himhis whole life.
"Please don't leave me here," he said.
"It is pretty cold." She leaned herhead against the window, still holding the gun.
"I don't want to goback," he said. "Whatdo I want back there? I'll getus outof
here. Let's make a deal. Youstop pointing that gun at me and we'll be partners. I'll getus a
hotel room somewhere, we canget a good night's sleep andsome breakfast before wehit the
road again."
"I'm not gonnabe your new girlfriend," the girl said, settingthe gunon the dash.
"You're too young for me," Ames said. He felt less afraid now. "When wehit
California, we'll split up. We won't tell anyonewhere we came from."
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"Maybe." She chewed her lip. "First, don't touch my gun. Second, don't get us lost
again. Third, ifyou tell on me, Tm gonna tell them you're a fucking liar and you kidnapped
me. Okay, Ames?"
He sighed. "Okay."
"Can I drive?" she asked.
"Fine."
Shetook the gunwith herwhen theygot out of the truck to switchplaces.
"Will you tell me your name now?" he asked. "I don't letpeople I don't know drive
my truck."
"It's Bonnie," she said, climbing up into the driver's seat.
Ames was quiet as shepulledout onto the roadmuchtoo fast andwovebetween
lanes. Hewas willing to betshe'd never driven on a real highway before. He fastened his
seat belt and, map inhand, looked out the window. He was waiting for a sign that would tell
him what road they were on.
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The Snowmobile Empire
Sarah cuts Tom's hair and the kids' hair everytwoweeks. She gives them all the
same haircut, even Annie. It's what an old-fashioned barber might call The Regular. I think
ofit as some kind ofregulation military haircut, like Sarah's building an army up here in the
woods, in this littletown over-run with snowmobiles andpick-up trucks.
And it's not long before she's after me tojoinherarmy. The day after I arrivCj a
snowy, blusteryWednesday, I'mdoing the dinner dishes and watching Sarah attack Caleb's
blond head with theclippers. He's the last one in line and he's putting up agood fight for a
two-and-a-half-year-old, but Sarah has himpinned between herknees.
"What?" she asks. "I have better things to do than spend themorning brushing
snarly, knotted hair. Annie and Caleb hate to have their hair brushed. It's much better this
way." She blows the fine shreds ofhair offCaleb's neck. "You want me to do you next,
Abel?"
"Not really."
"You're looking a little shaggy."
"Only by your standards."
"I'll getyou one of these days," she says, waving theclippers over Caleb's head. He
I
screeches and I cringe.
When she's done we sweepthe clippings from the kitchen floor and carrythem
outside. She throws them out onto the hardened snow.
"I guess birdsdon't make nests with pieces that small. But it'll snow more tonight,
they'll be covered up."
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"Maybevery smallbirdswould likethem," I suggest. Sarahthrows her armovermy•
shoulder. She is an inch shorter than me in knee-high, far-linedhuntingboots. Herhair is
dark like mine, but long, always long. Shewears it pulledback in a sloppybraid.
"It'll takeforever to dig your caroutnow." She gestures to anoddly shaped pileof
snow besidethe bam. A crooked antenna pokes up at oneend. "Goodthingyoumade it
here before the snow." She leans her face againstmine. Her cheek is soft and cold. "You
can stay as long as you want," she says.
"Are you sure?"
"You're ray little brother," she says. "You can stay."
"Is it okay with Tom?" I ask her.
Sarah laughs. "If it's okay with me, it's okay with Tom."
Tom is upstairs, trying to put the twins to bed. I can faintly hearoneof themsobbing
and wailing for Sarah.
"Maaaaamaaa!"
Sarah sighs and stomps back inside.
"I'm comuig!" she hollers. To me she says, "Jesus Christ. I can't leave Tom alone
with them for five minutes." All the way up the stairs her boots clomp and leave little
puddles of melting snow. Tom comes down the stairs a minute later. He gets,a towel and
begins mopping up the little puddles of water from the steps.
This is how it has always been. Even back in Virginia, when we were kids, living in
the religious commune where our parents first met, Sarah was the boss of me and every other
kid around. She's only fourteen months older, but she makes every minute count. This is
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what Tom and I have in common - Sarah overwhelms most of our lives and will continue to
do so forever, conceivably. And it's not so bad. It's much easier that way.
Tommarriedmy sister five years ago, fourmonths before Jake was bom. He owns
the house, the snowmobile shop and the two trucks. It was a goodthing for Sarah, whowas a
three-times collegedrop-out living outside Burlington andstarving. But I neverwould have
expected her- my sister, theperson I've known bestin theworld foryears andyears - to
find someone likeTom. He isn't good-looking - his eyes arewateryblue andhis arms and
legs are too long,with knottymuscles. Evenas I've gotten to knowhim better, he seems
utterly unconnected to Sarah in everyway, like they just happento occupy the samehouse at
the same time and sometimes, as a function of that coincidence, I see them touch each other.
I've hardly ever heard them havea realconversation about anything other thanfood or the
kids or trail conditions. Once, sharingJake's bedroom, I heard them through the wall,
bedsprings andeverything. Jake slept on, butI couldn't sleep through that. I lay there barely
blinking or breathing. I knewI hadno reason to be shocked - wheredid I think those kids
camefi:om anyway? I couldn't really believe it though. Even on their wedding day, as they
stood at the plainwoodenalter, clutching each other hand in hand, I'd wanted to believe I
was reading something else in Sarah's face, some ulterior motive.
Later, whenwe'd escaped to the back steps of the receptionhall, I asked her if she
was happy. It was disgusting - her face softened and flushed and she smiled a dazzled,
spacey smile,unlike any expression I'd ever seen onher face. I gave her a joking shove and
she shoved me back. I lost my balance and fell into the metal stair railing. Blood splashed
frommy nose onto mywhite shirt. I went insidewithmy hand overmy face, blood dripping
,out from between my fingers. Sarah told Tom she'd hit me and he believed her.
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The snowmobile shop belonged to Tom's father before him. Tom's father loved
snowmobiles and he loved to drink. That was how he died. And there was nothing unique
about that because this little Vermont town is full of snowmobiling .drunks, tearing up the
trails between the bars all winter. Tom laughs whenhe talks aboutit, how it's just the way
his father would have wanted it and how he must have died happy, doing his two favorite
things.
Sarah says at leastTom's father hadsomething to leave himonce hewas gone and I
guess this is true, because our father, wherever he is,will surely leave us nothing. Wewere
nine and tenyears oldwhen ourmom lefthim and thecommune, sneaking us out inthe
middle of the night like refugees crossing theborder. Weheadednorth, back to the outside
world and the state ofMassachusetts, where Mom's first husband still lived. After a few
years, we sent a letter to the commune, but it came backmarked "Undeliverable." The
population had dwindled and the landwas abandoned. We wouldn't evenknow where to
begin looking for our father.
This town is so far north it's almost in Canada. There is more snow then I've ever
seen. On Thursday,my secondmorningthere, I borrowSarah's black and yellow Ski-Doo
and followTom and Jake through the dim sub-arctic gloom to the elementaryschool. I can't
believe theywon't just give up and cancel school in weather like this. The parking lot in
front of the school hasn't evenbeenplowed. The road has a good foot anda halfonit. From
a distance it appears that the brick school building is in the middle ofa large field and this
field is the site of a massive snowmobile expo. All around us people are lifting their kids
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down and helping them offwith their helmets. Even Jake's kindergarten teacher, a tiny
woman he calls"Miss Beeswax," has a neon green helmet tuckedunder her armas she
collects the smallest kids by the front steps.
Tom and I sit onourmachines, waving goodbye to Jake until hedisappears into the
school, his Spiderman lunchbox clutched inhis mittened hand. Then we pilot back to the
woods. Wego faster. Trees whoosh pastvery close tomy head and I want to tell Tom to
slow down, buthe'll neverhearme. Myhand hovers over thebrake, butI know ifI slow
down now I'll fall behind and Tm not sure if I remember the way back to the house. I lean
forward, opening myeyes sowide I'm afraid they'll freeze over. Tears stream into myears.
The first timeI triedsnowmobiling, two years ago, Sarah did notwantme to go. She
said she was sure something terrible would happen to mebecause I'm magnetically attracted
todisaster andsomething always happens tome. Tobe fair, this is true. In every place I've
ever lived I've very quickly reached the pointwhere I could go to the emergency room any
time of night or dayandbe greeted byname. Butnow Sarah has letup. She settles for
standing by the front door, yelling, "Becareful! Watch for ice!" across theyard.
As I fly down the trail afterTom, I amgetting nervous. All I can do is trusthim.
We're close to home, by my estimation, whenTom veersoff into a small field. We park out
in theopen there. The sky is aswhite astheground. Myhands are shaking and I stumble
when I try to get off, landing on my knees in the deep snow.
"Too fast for you?" Tom swings down and helps me to my feet.
"No, it was okay."
"You're doing fme." He takes off his fat gloves and reaches inside his snowsuit. He
pulls out a crumpled little bag and startsrolling ajoint. He's expertwith frozen fingers.
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We crouch between the two snowmobiles and we smoke. It's not yet nine o'clock
and we haven't had breakfast. The sky over the field is dense snowglobe glass.
"So, Where's Brian?" Tom asks. I can't believe that I've been with Brian so long that
evenTomasks afterhim. I'd always assumed Tomwasa secret homophobe, kept in check
by my sister.
"He's in Finland. Visiting his grandparents."
"Hmmm. What language do people in Finland speak?"
"Finnish."
"Oh, right." He laughs - the silly fami boy laughSarahhates, the one that's high and
rough at the same time. "Does Brian speak Finnish?"
"Not very well."
"Do you miss him?" Tom crushes the end ofthe joint and drops the leftover half inch
in his pocket.
"I don't know. We haven't really been getting along."
"I know how that goes," Tom said.
I squint out at the field, imaginingmyself floating over the snowdrifts, up through the
.tall pines on the other side.
"Hey," Tom says. "Don't, uh, tell Sarah about..He makes a gesture with his
pinched thumb and forefinger, bringing them to his mouth.
"Oh," I say. "No. I won't."
"She's pissed at me enough as it is," he says.
"Why?"
Tom shrugs.
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"You know howwomen are-' He stopshimselfand laughs. "Well,maybenot. But,
yeah, it's just been a rough year."
"Okay." I'm too stoned to ask him what he means by that.
"Ready?" Tom asks.
I have to concentrate to stuffmy numb fmgers back into my gloves.
"We'll go slow," he says. "We probablyshouldn't have done that. You lookpretty
messed up."
"I'm not. I'm fine." My hands don't shake now. When we start off it feels
incredible, like the trail is rolling forward and the trees are marching backwards and I'm
buoyed between the two. Snowflakes fall from the trees like confetti. I think I can hear Tom
laughing.
My last check from Eastern National Auto Rental was for one hundred and thirty-
threedollars- vacation pay that had beenprocessed just in time for the newyear, despite the
fact I'd been fired back in October. I signed the checkover to Brian. He put it in his
briefcase. He said he would go to the bank on his way to work in the morning. In the
meantime, we went grocery shopping. Christmas decorationswere still up everywhere, a
week after the fact. We drove through downtown Greenfield and there were wreaths with
bedraggled red bows hanging from every lamp post.
"I bought a plane ticket today," Brian said. "I'm going to use some ofmy vacation
time, go visit my grandparents and stay for awhile."
"When are you leaving?"
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"On Tuesday. I got a pretty good deal on the ticket." He coughed. "I asked Stacey
from work if she could check on the house a few times while I was gone. She can water the
plants and make sure the pipes don't freeze and all that."
"What about me?" I asked. "I can do that. Seeing as I actually live there."
Brian looked conftised.
"Well, if you want to stay you can. I didn't thinkyou'd want to. You don't have a
job or anytWng."
"Where do you think I'm going to go?"
"I don't know. Go stay with your mom awhile or something."
Mymom lives in a tiny cabin in northernNewHampshire with my step-father, Pete, a
former tax accountant who's gone "back to the earth" and taken her with him. They don't
believe in electricity or running water (or rather, Pete doesn't believe in those things and
Mom has a habit of becoming whoever her current husband wants her to be). Just one
snowed-in winter day in that close, quiet spacewith them is enough to driveme insane. And,
after three years, Brian knows that.
We rode the rest of the way to the grocery store in silence. We shopped and went
home. Brian drank a beer. I tried to paint and got frustrated. We went to bed. The bedroom
was cold, but we took off our clothes anyway. Under the covers he grabbed me roughly,
pushed me onto my stomach so that I couldn't turn my head, and climbed on top of me.
Those final few days passed in a heavy, gray way. Leaves were rotting on the lawn.
A good northern wind picked up and froze the muddy water in the potholes. It snowed one
day and rained the next. Brian went to work and came home. One night he went out with
people from work and left me home alone. I was supposed to be painting and looking for a
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job. I read the Gazette and the Recorder every day. Not even Yankee Candle was hiring.
The Help Wanted section was filled with ads for some mysterious home business. "Send ten
dollars to this address for more information," they said. All the addresses were different.
"If youdidn't havea, completely useless studio artdegree, I might be able to find you
something," Briansaid, exasperated. I went into thefront room and satonthe floor where
my paints were. I stared atthe whitewashed canvas and didn't pick up the brush. I called
Sarah.
"I still don't have ajob," I said. "I'm broke. I'm not evenpainting." Myvoice was
threatening to break. I knew shecould tell, even over the phone. I didn't say anything about
Brian.
"Come home," is what she said.
Saturday morning starts a newcoldsnap. A colder snap. It's too coldto snow now.
The sky is obscenely blue, middle ofMay blue, swimming pool blue. The dry airsmells like
nothing. I'm afraid my spit will freeze.
Tom is up, washing our breakfast dishesand drinking beer from a coffee mug. He
has someone watching the shop, the high school boywho knows everything there is to know
about snowmobiles and works everyweekendwhileTom is supposed to be spending time
with his family.
Jake follows me from room to room, asking questions.
"What's the name of the language we speak? What day of the week is it? Will you
play a game with me? Uncle Abe, what is Ontario?"
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I feel like I'm on a game show, answering him as I collect articles of outerwear from
the pegboard by the door, my duffel bag and three different closets. I can't discern any
particular system of organization in my sister's house, but she seems to knowwhere every
single thing is.
Sarah and I are going out on the trails. I ask Tom if I can borrow his snowmobileand
he tells me I can take it anywhere I want to. He tells me he knows I'll appreciate the clear
mechanical superiority of the Polaris over the Ski-Doo and Sarah snorts.
My sister and I put on strategic layers of clothing, long underwear with technical
names, then polar fleece, then wool, then more polar fleece. Sarah is wearing Tom's
snowsuit. It's tight around her hips and stomach, but sleeves dangle to the tips of her
mittened fingers. She has to pull her scarf away from her face to ask me if I'm ready.
We take a different trail than any of the ones I've been on before. It is wider, looking
out on a frozen creek and a" tiny frozen waterfall where the thick ice is blue at the core.
Everything is bright. The Polaris is quieter than the other machine and it steers more sharply.
I cut an almost square comer at the first turn on the trail.
I don't know how far we go. It seems that we have been riding forever before we
stop, take off our helmets and find that the air is cold and sharp in our lungs. Sarah sighs and
says we should turn around, that the kids must be driving Tom nuts by now and that she's
himgry anyway. I'm nearly frozen to death, so I don't protest. I tell her that I'll follow and
she takes off, nearly out of sight by the time I build up any speed at all.
In my hurry to catch up, I don't cut to the right of the trail where Sarah does. I take
the side that's clean and well out of her tread. It is so clean it's shining in the sxinlight that
comes through the tops of the trees. I start to skid, like you would in a car, when things
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move the wrongway beneath you and everything inside of you seems to lurch upward, your
heart in your throat, your stomach where your heart should be.
For a moment I can control it. I let up on the throttle, easy. Then I steer to the right,
hard, because I see the ground sloping steeply to the streambed on my left. But it doesn't
work. I am sliding sidewaysover the icy ground. I go over the side of the trail,me and the
snowmobile, and then both of us roll over again and again, not quite together.
Sarah has cut her engine. It is so quiet. I'm staringup the hill at her. She's moving
towards me and I'm waiting. I've gotten used to that moment, after you've fallen or
something, wondering ifyou're still intact, ifyou can sit up, stand up, walk away. I don't
even try this time. All the sensation in my body seemsto gather in my jaw. I have my
mouth clenched shut so hard I can barely breathe. The rest ofmy body has gone cold. And
then Sarah is nearly on top of me, skidding through the snow inher hunting boots. She's not
crying or screaming or even breathing heavily, so I think maybe everything's all right. But
whenher face is close to mine and I loosenmyjaw to say something to her, it suddenlyhurts
horribly everywhere - my legs, the back ofmy head, mostly my legs. The pain has a savage
gravity all its own - I'm pinned to the ground there, dizzy, like on that carnival ride that spins
you until you slide up the wall, almost crushed. Sarah tells me to be quiet. She tells me
twice, her voice harsher the second time. I don't know that I've made a sound. She tells me
not to move, to wait. I stare at the bright sky through the shock ofbare branches above me
and I hear Sarah's feet striking the hard snow. It crunches Hke dry bones and then I hear
nothing and I think she's left me, she must have left me.
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Thedrugs theygiveme in thehospital make mefeel likeI'm ona boat,but it seems
my sister isnot onthis boat. She isanchored to the chair beside my bed. It seems like she's
been there a longtime. I'm staring at thesplotchy ceiling tiles to keep from getting seasick
and I canseemytoesup there. This is a weird position to be lying in; I askSarah what time
it is and shetellsme it's eleven in themorning. I'm not sure whatday it is. When I try to sit
up she puts her hand on my chest.
"Hey, don't do that."
"Sarah?" My voice cracks like I'm thirteen years old. The inside ofmymouth is so
dry.
"What?" "
"I thought you were going to leave me in the woods."
"You said that last night. What kind of person do you think I am?"
"I'm sorry," I choke. "I don't know why I thought that."
"Listen. I'm going to go home. I've got to pick Jake up. I'll be back later." She
standsup, one hand on the small of her back like it's hurtingher. "Do you wantme to call
Brian?"
"He's in Finland."
"Well, they have phones in Finland, don't they?"
"Don't call him."
She comes back holding one of Jake's stuffed lions.
"Look," she says. "Jake said to give this to you."
"What's its name?"
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"I don't know. I didn't ask him." She takes off her coat. Underneath she's dressed
like a hobo, in one ofTom's quilted plaid shirts and a bigpairof pants heldup bywhat looks
like apiece ofclothesluie. "I had ahell ofa time getting ahold ofTom towatch the kids. I
called the store like five times and he wasn't there."
I lookup at her andwe bothseem to be rocking withthewaves now, the floor
pitching this way and that. I feel like I might throw up.
t
When the doctor whodid thesurgery onmy legs comes in to seemehe asks if I
travel by airplane often. I tell him I don't.
"Well, good," he says, smiling. His beard is brown andneatly trimmed, withone
wide stripe ofwhite hair rightdown themiddle. "You'll have trouble getting through those
metal detectors after all the hardware I put in you."
I don't laugh. I'm too tired and dizzy to even respond.
"It's a joke,"he says. "It's not true. Youwon't set off anymetal detectors. Infact,
mywifehas three pins in her left elbow and shehas never set off ametal detector. Butstill, I
don't thinkyou'll be flying anywheretoo soon anyway." He writes something downona
piece of yellowpaper. He looks up again and adds,"I didn't perform orthopedic surgery on
my own wife. That would have been unprofessional."
I look over at the chair where I thought Sarahwas sitting, wanting to see her roll her
eyes at me over this dumb doctor, but she's not there anymore.
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At some point in the next week they stop giving methe drugs theyweregiving me
andthe newones don't work. I don't sleep. I don't do anything but hold Jake's lionandfix
myeyes on stains on the ceiling. When my mom comes to seeme, I'm crying.
"What's the matter?" she asks.
"It hurts! It just hurts so much!"
She looks at the casts they've put on my legs.
"Well, whatdoyou expect?" Shesitsdown and she squeezes myhanda few times,
but she seems distracted. She tells me that she and Pete are spending the night at Sarah's,
that it's good to see the kids. She gets up and leans over to kiss my forehead. "Pete and I
will come see you tomorrow. Maybe you'll feel better then?"
Sarah comes in when Mom goes out.
"I drove her here," she says. "But I thought maybe you'd want to talk to her alone."
"Not really."
"So, I called Brian. I'm sorry. Ijust thought I should. I found the number in your
notebook, in your car."
"What did he say?"
"He said to tell you he'd call when he got back. We didn't talk very long. It costs a
fortune to call Finland."
"Yeah." I'm crying again. Sarah hugs my head to her belly.
"You'll be home soon. It'll be all right. I can take care of you till Brian comes back.
You can keep me company."
"He doesn't want me anymore," I tell her. "It's not just that he's in Finland. He
doesn't want me to come back to Greenfield."
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"It's okay,Abe. You can talk to himwhen you get back." I can tell Sarahdoesn't
believe me, she just thinks I'm rambling deliriously.
)
The bed Brian and I shared in the old house in Greenfield had a huge dent in the
middle. No matter where we started out, we'd end up smushed together in the middle. The
nightbefore he left I was curled againsthim, but he was talking and staring at the ceiling. In
between the words there was a silence I found easy enough to interpret. It was over and it
would be over still when he returned. I shifted to the edge of the bed, tired and .wanting to
be alone with this heavy sadness I was starting to feel. In the morning we were crushed
together again in the dent, his shoulderwedged under my chin, his body limp with sleep and
hard to push away..
It was Tuesday. I drove him to the airport. I didn't leavehim standing on the
sidewalk -1 paid two dollars to park the Towncar in the garage and walk him inside, right up
to the front desks and the baggage check, then the metal detectors and the guards in army
fatigues. He pushed me into the comer, into the tight space between one of the blue carpeted
walls and the drinking foimtain. He kissed me very lightly, not quite on the lips. It was not
romantic kiss, not one worth hiding behind a drinking fountain for. Anyone who had seen it
might have assumed we were brothers or best friends. After kissing me he pressed four
twenty dollar bills into my hand.
"Gas money," he said.
My stomach tightened when he picked up his backpack and walked through the metal
arches,, heading for the first of three connecting flights to Finland.
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At home, in our rusty red farmhouse withwhite trim, I packed two duffel bags. I
thought that I wouldmiss that house, with its tightcomplicated rooms and sloping floors,
scarrednakedwood everywhereyou looked. Therewas a bright, cold front roomwith tall
windows where I'd painted and an old kitchenwithyellowwalls. And therewere two
months worth of rent and bills that I owed Brian, everything since I lost my job.
I set the thermostat on fifty and got back in the car. It was only four hours to my
sister's house from Greenfield, straightnorth. This time those four hours seemedvery long.
I was tired of being alonewith my thoughts evenbeforeI crossed the Vermontborder.
It seems like I should feel different when I finally get out of the hospital, but I don't.
I'm hazy and nauseous from drugs and from sleeping both too much and not enough. And I
can barely move. I can't get myself out ofbed or even really sit up. My arms feel weak. It
takes both the nurse on duty and Tom to lift me off the bed and into the wheelchair and then
from the wheelchair to the truck.
At home Sarah and I lie awake in the room she has always called her "study." It's
really just a little room where she hides the TV and some piles of old newspapers, but now
she's put the bed in there for me and unrolled a sleeping bag on the sagging brown couch for
herself.
Sometimes when I can't sleep Sarah and I play this certain game. One of us asks a
question and then she turns the radio to any random station that will come in. The magic
radio oracle's answer to our question is the first thing we hear.
"What should I make for supper tomorrow?" Sarah asks the oracle at three in the
morning. She spins the dial until she finds a signal. Billy Idol is singing "White Wedding."
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"That is so unhelpful," she says. "It's your turn."
"What am I going to do when I get better?"
Sarah spins the dial.
"Come on down to Mike's!" the radio exclaims. "Great service, great deals! Your
car will thank you!"
"Apparently you will have some kind offling with this guy Mike." Sarah giggles.
"Is Brian going to call me?" I ask the radio oracle.
The signal we land on is weak,but Sarahmoves the antennaback and forth andwe
hear Elvis comingover the airwaves, singing",. .you ain't nothing but a hound dog."
"Great," I grumble.
She shrugs and turns the radio off.
"Is that pill working yet?" she asks me.
"Not yet." It hurts less than it used to. I stay very still andbreathe slowly.
Sometimes I imagine that I can feel my body putting itself back together.
Sarah lies down on her side, hands pinched between her knees, her head near my
head. We look at each other in the dark.
"You know," she says. "Sometimes I wish I could leave Tom. Sometimes I would
rather not have him here at all."
"Hmmm?" I'm starting to get drowsy, but I want her to know I'm listening.
"Abe." Her nose is nearly touching my cheek. "I'm glad you're here. I've been so
lonely. Sometimes I thought I couldn't stand another day of this."
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I drawsomepictures during the days. I know that later they'll look allwrong to me.
Thestraight lines arewavery andthecolors are weird. When I cangetup Sarah pushes me
into the living roomand I playwith the kids. Jake was afraid ofmewhenI first came home,
but now he's thrilled to have someone around who has nothing better to do than play
Candyland and Memory all day.
I notice that Sarah andTomarebarely speaking. He comes home from workand
sometimes he stands behmd her, reaches his arms around her belly and buries his face in her
neck. Sheputs her hands against his legs as if she's feeling his pockets for spare change.
Theystandthere embracing eachotherbackwards, but neither of themsays a word.
Sometimes he doesn't even come home from work. Sometimes he doesn't come
home until well after everyone's in bed. The door rattles open and we hear him clumsily
removinghis boots. Sarah doesn't get up and she doesn't say anything.
"You need to get better at holdingback," she tellsme one night as she's lyingon the
couchwith Caleb, dead asleep, flopped across her stomach. "Don't let yourselfget pushed
aroundby guys like Brian. You shouldneverjust let someonehave everything. That's when
they can hurt you."
"What do you hold back from me?" I ask her.
"I don't. That's different." She touches my face. "You wouldn't try to leave me
with nothing."
"Neither would Tom."
"Maybe not. But he hasn't been through the things that we have together.
Sometimes I think he doesn't know me at all. He just wants me to be here, cooking him
dinner and taking care of everything while he's out drinking and acting stupid with his
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friends." She rests her hands on Caleb's back. "Anyway, everyone needs someone to be
honest to, someone they trust."
"Yeah, I thought I had that."
"You have me."
Inmy head I do math. It's a ridiculous amountof time until I get the casts offmy
legs andhowmuchmore timeuntil I'm able to walk again? I don't want to think aboutit.
It's been five days since Brian was due back fromFinland, but he hasn't called.
"Why don't you just call him?" Tom asks.
"I don't think you should call him," Sarah says.
So when she takes Annie and Caleb with her to the grocery store I call him. I can
hear Jake practicing in the other room, bangingout a sloppy rendition of "My BonnieLies
Over the Ocean" on the old upright. Brian is surprised to hear my voice. He stammers. He
tells me he just got back a few days ago and that he's beenbusy. He asks how I'm doing and
then he says he'll come up on Saturday and we'll talk.
The night before Brian is supposed to come Sarah decides that she has to cut my hair.
I'm in no position to object. She makes me lean over sideways in the wheelchair to get my
head in the bathroom sink and wash my hair. She uses kitchen shears to trim everything
away from around my ears and to get the fringe at the back ofmy neck. She clips the top.
It's not as short as everyone else's, but it's short enough that the front won't lie flat and my
ears stick out.
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Brian doesn't seem to notice the haircut. He says I look too skinny and he stares at
my casts and sits uncomfortably on the edge of the couch.
"I think I found a roommate," he says, pushing his thick blond hair back. He's
wearing a too-tight navy blue sweater that I'm pretty sure is mine,
"You're getting a roommate?"
"Well, yeah. I mean, she'll have that roomwe used as a guestroom. She's a grad
student who doesn't want to live too close to campus. She likes the house."
"Oh."
"I brought some ofyour stuff."
It's more than some ofmy stuff, it's almost all of it. Boxes ofpaints, clothes, books,
CDs, shoes.
"Well, those should be very useful," I say when Brian drops a pair ofworn-out
running shoes onto the pile. He laughs uncomfortably. When he's leaving we hug each
other. He leans close over me and I feel his lips brush the side ofmy head, my ear - a very
tender gesture that seems utterly misplaced. I push him away.
"Look," he says. "I'm sorry. We'll talk about this another time. I just think I should
go. You look tired."
"I don't want to talk about this another time."
"This was going to happen at some point anyway. You know that." He tries to touch
me again. "I just can't take care of you anymore."
I brush his hand offmy shoulder.
"You're wearing my sweater."
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And this is how he leaves: throwing the sweater at me, walking out the door into the
ten-below-zero morning wearing nothing but a T-shirt. I watch him from the window. His
tires spin in the packed snow as he backs out of the driveway. I reach over and pick the
sneakers up from the pile of stuff My hands are shaking and the little plastic ends of the
laces click together. I throw the shoes across the room. One of them knocks the pepper
grinderoff the dinner table. I take a few books off the pile and hurl them at the wall. I pick
up one of the smaller boxes by one flap. It's full of half-used tubes of acrylic paint, two
battered pads ofwatercolor paper, a few crumpled t-shirts, a pair of flip-flops, a ceramicmug
in the shape of a jack-o-lantem. I throw that across the room too. The paint tubes scatter
everywhere. The mug cracks into three pieces and they go skidding under the woodstove.
"Jesus Christ! What are you doing?" Sarah comes thundering down the stairs with
Annie on her hip. They both look at the stuff on the floor, then the rest of the boxes.
"Did Brian-"
"I don't want to talk about it,"
Sarah squats and starts picking things up off the floor with Annie still hanging off of
her.
"Don't you want this stuff?"
"No."
"What about the paint?"
I have to do some maneuvering to wheel myself around them and the jimk on the
floor, but I make my escape. I go into the study and slam the door. It's dark and I can't
reach the string to turn on the light. I stay there with my head in my hands. Sarah comes and
yells at me through the closed door.
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"Abel, I'm talking to you!"
"Leave me alone!"
"I told you not to call him. You knew this would happen!"
"What was I supposed to do? Never talk to him again?"
I hear one of the twins crying in the other room. Sarah shuffles away.
At night Tom is helping me get into bed. He says, "I put some of your stuff in the
bam. I hope that's okay."
I tell him it's fine.
"I didn't put the paint out there. I thought it would freeze. I put it next to the piano.
If you want it."
"Not really."
"Suit yourself." Tom walks to the window and pulls the curtains back. It is snowing
again. "Supposed to be a big storm," he says.
"Do you ever get tired of snow?"
"No." He looks very serious. "I could never get tired of snow." He lets the curtain
fall back over the window. "I'm sorry about Brian," he says a little stiffly. "Seems like kind
ofajerk."
"He didn't used to be," I say.
"Well, people change." Tom smiles a small, closed smile. "I'm gonna take a ride
down to the bar," he says. "I'll see ya tomorrow."
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When Sarah comes downstairs- she stands at the same window and looks out. Then
she lies down beside me on the bed and she talks about the twins, who have begun to speak
to each other in the dark of their room, but won't utter a word to anyone else. She talks about
the road and the need to plow tomorrow.
Then she says, "Tom took the plow."
"Well, I guess it would have been hard for him to get out without it."
"Yeah, well, I can't get out at all now."
"He'll come back," I say.
"I wish he wouldn't." She sits up and, calmas ever, she says,"Should I tell him I
want him to leave?"
"Don't ask me that."
Sarah rpaches for the radio. She spins the dial and before she turns it on she says,
"What do you think, radio oracle?"
There's nothing but static. The wind has picked up outside and there's no signal
anywhere. Sarah gets up and stomps out of the room. I hear her upstairs. She's opening the
doors to the kids'rooms and looking in on them. She comes back and she's crying. I
haven't seen Sarah cry since we were little. Her face is very red. She lies back down and she
lets me put my hand on the back of her head.
"I bet rd get to keep my snowmobile," she says, sniffling. "I bet Iwould be really
happy. This has been going on way too long. It's like it's been over for months. I don't even
have anything to say to him." She sits up suddenly, jolting the bed, and I wince. "You
know, I do every fucking thing in this house. He's never even here. And you'd stay here.
Wouldn't you stay here?"
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I want to tell her that I don't have a choice, but I'm afraid to.
When Tom comes home late the next morning, Sarah asks him where he's been. I'm
still in bed, but I can hear them clearly through the open door.
"I had to stay at Mark's," I hear Tom say. "It was snowing pretty hard. I wasn't in
any shape to drive."
"Who's fault was that?" Sarah asks him. Then she says, "Put your boots on. I want
to talk to you outside."
"It's fucking freezing out there!" Tom exclaims. "I just got home."
"Lower your voice. Annie.andCaleb are asleep."
"Where are you going?" I hear Jake ask them.
"We're going for a walk," Sarah says. "Go see if your uncle's awake."
Tom doesn't come back with my sister. I hear her unzipping her jacket and banging
her boots against the side of the house to get the snow out of the treads. I hear her telling
Jake he can't watch television until he cleans his room. When she comes in to help me get
out of bed she's quiet.
"Where's Tom?" I ask her.
"Beats me."
I ask her again that night.
"What, did you kill him and hide his body in the woods?"
"Should have," she says. "It's still snowing out there. No one would ever find it."
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I feel some sympathy forTom. AsFm lying there, trying to sleep, I miss Brian and
the housein Greenfield. I imagine myselfinbed there, thewarmth ofBrian's bodyagainst
mine. I wonder if Tomwill missmy sistersomuch, if hewillwishhewere herenowthat
she's made it clear how unwelcome he is.
I know I shouldn' t miss Brian. I know that if I tell my sister she'll swear and say he
was never goodenough for me, that I never should havesettled for him. But this is not true.
Brianlovedme for a long time. It seems as though his love forme is important andwholly
separate from whatever it was thatcaused ourrelationship to begin slowly lurching towards
its doom.
For a long timeBrian lovedme and, yet, he did not loveme. He started to spend
more timewith peoplefromwork, to go out at night without inviting me along. He started to
be distractedevenwhenhe was home, disappearing into books andmagazines. It wasn't that
therewas someoneelse, he just started to disappear into the rest of his life. After all my
collegefriends had gottenjobs ormarried eachotherandmoved away or stoppedcalling, I
didn't have a rest of my life to disappear into. I lostmyjob and all I had was Brian and the
house and my paintings, which weren't getting done anyway. In the end the only time Brian
ever seemed to spend with me was in bed. And for most of that time he was asleep. I didn't
want to need him so much, but the further away he got, the worse it was. It filled me with an
ache that seemed like it might never go away.
It snows hard for five days and on the third day even Jake's school is closed, because
the cafeteria roof has collapsed under the weight of the snow. I start painting because I have
nothing better to do. Jake and I paint all sorts of things and by the time he's lost interest
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we've used up most of the brighter colors. So I paint snow. I had never before noticed that
there were so many shades ofwhite. There's a lifetime's worth of paintings, a
comprehensive study of snow. Snow in the woods, on the roofs of houses and bams and
cars, snow piling up on frozen ponds, snow at night when the moon is out or the moon is not
out, snow that is pure pink in the early morning, dry snow blowing across the road in the
bright light of day. As if anyone in the world wants so many pictures of snow.
I figure that this is where I live now, a place where, from any of the first floor
windows, snow is all you can see.
-When Tom comes back he's unshaven and dressed in a black snowsuit. He doesn't
take it offwhen he comes in the house. He hugs the kids and he fills three grocery bags with
things.
He tells me he likes the paintings. He asks ifTil do one of the shop for him. I tell
him I guess I can. He grabs my hand like we have a secret handshake and he says he has to
go.
Sarah steps out after him. From the window I see them standing in the driveway, five
feet apart. The sun is bright and I can't tell if they're glaring at each other or just squinting.
Sarah's thumbs rest in her belt loops and her shoulders are squared. Tom's got a good six
inches on her, but she looks big and strong and sure and I don't feel so bad trusting her with
all of our lives.
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